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Council Building 
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23/08/2023 

 
A hybrid meeting of the Executive Sub-Committee of the Learning and Families 
Committee will be held in the Council Chamber on Monday, 28 August 2023 at 
13:00. 
 
If you have any queries please contact Committee Services on (01738) 475000 or 
email Committee@pkc.gov.uk. 
 

THOMAS GLEN 
Chief Executive 

 
Those attending the meeting are requested to ensure that all notifications are 
silent on their device and other devices are in silent mode. 
 
Please note that the meeting will be broadcast online and recorded.  The 
recording will be publicly available on the Council’s website following the 
meeting.  
 
 

Members: 

Councillor John Rebbeck  (Convener) 
Councillor Steven Carr  (Vice-Convener) 
Councillor Michelle Frampton  (Vice-Convener) 
Councillor Liz Barrett 
Councillor Dave Cuthbert 
Councillor Noah Khogali 
Councillor Caroline Shiers 
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Executive Sub-Committee of the Learning and Families Committee 
 

Monday, 28 August 2023 
 

AGENDA 
 
 

MEMBERS ARE REMINDED OF THEIR OBLIGATION TO DECLARE ANY 
FINANCIAL OR NON-FINANCIAL INTEREST WHICH THEY MAY HAVE IN ANY 
ITEM ON THIS AGENDA IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COUNCILLORS’ CODE 

OF CONDUCT. 
 
 
1 

 
WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 
  

 
 

 
2 

 
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
  

 
 

 
3 

 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF EXECUTIVE SUB-COMMITTEE OF 
THE LEARNING AND FAMILIES COMMITTEE 15 MAY 2023 
(copy herewith) 

 
5 - 6 

 
4 

 
STANDARDS AND QUALITY IN SCHOOLS, LEARNING 
COMMUNITIES AND PRE-SCHOOL CENTRES/DAY CARE OF 
CHILDREN 
Report by Executive Director (Education and Children's Services) 
(copy herewith 23/231) 

 
7 - 100 
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EXECUTIVE SUB-COMMITTEE OF THE LEARNING AND 

FAMILIES COMMITTEE 
 
Minute of Meeting of the Executive Sub-Committee of the Learning and Families 
Committee held virtually on Monday 15 May 2023 at 1.00pm. 
 
Present: Councillors J Rebbeck, S Carr, M Frampton, L Barrett, D Cuthbert, N 
Khogali and Councillor C Shiers. 
 
In Attendance: S Johnston, Head of Education and Learning, H Robertson, B Martin-
Scott, D McCluskey, J Chiles, G Doogan, G Knox, S Cowmeadow (all Education and 
Children’s Services) and D Williams, M Pasternak, and R Ramsay (Corporate and 
Democratic Services). 
 

Councillor J Rebbeck, Convener, Presiding. 
 

1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

 
The Convener welcomed all those present to the meeting.  There were no 

apologies for absence. 
 
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

 

 There were no declarations of interest made in terms of the Councillors’ Code 
of Conduct. 
 
3. MINUTE OF PREVIOUS MEETING  

 

 The minute of meeting of the Executive Sub-Committee of Learning and 
Families of 20 March 2023 was submitted, approved as a correct record, and 
authorised for signature. 
 
4. EDUCATION REFORM IN SCOTLAND CONSULTATIONS UPDATE 

 

 There was submitted a report by the Executive Director (Education and 
Children’s Services) (23/142) (1) providing the Executive Sub-Committee of the 
Learning and Families Committee with an update on the professional responses 
provided thus far on aspects of the education reform activity currently underway, and 
also (2) providing some detail of how education officers, children and young people, 
parents and school staff are engaging with the range of consultations and activities 
which are being undertaken relating to the education reform agenda. 
 
Councillor L Barrett proposed that the Committee second recommendation in Report 
23/142, be removed. 
 
 
 
 Resolved: 
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•  The responses provided on the National Discussion, and Phases One, 
Two and Three of the Hayward Review; be noted. 
 
Councillor C Shiers registered her dissent at this decision. 

 

5. SUMMARY REPORT ON CARE INSPECTORATE AND EDUCATION 

SCOTLAND INSPECTIONS 

 

There was submitted a report by the Executive Director (Education and 
Children’s Services) (23/117) (1) providing an overview of the performance of 
Education and Children’s Services inspected and reported over the past year by the 
Care Inspectorate and Education Scotland, since the previous report of this type in 
2022, and (2) setting out the Service’s approach to implementing improvement 
actions arising out of inspections, as well as the wider school improvement 
framework. 
 

Resolved: 
The contents of the report 23/117, be noted. 

 
6. STANDARDS AND QUALITY IN SCHOOLS, LEARNING COMMUNITIES 

AND PRE-SCHOOL CENTRES/DAY CARE OF CHILDREN 

 

 There was submitted a report by the Executive Director (Education and 
Children’s Services) (23/141) setting out the key findings following inspections of 
schools and nurseries by Education Scotland/HM Inspectors of Education (HMIE) 
and of early learning and childcare (ELC) settings undertaken by the Care 
Inspectorate in the day care of children. Reporting is of inspections reported since 
the Executive Sub-Committee of Learning & Families Committee on 20 March 2023 
 
 
 Resolved: 

 The contents of the report 23/141, be noted. 
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PERTH AND KINROSS COUNCIL 
 

EXECUTIVE SUB-COMMITTEE OF LEARNING & FAMILIES COMMITTEE 
 

28 AUGUST 2023 
 

STANDARDS AND QUALITY IN SCHOOLS, LEARNING COMMUNITIES AND 
PRE-SCHOOL CENTRES/DAY CARE OF CHILDREN 

 
Report by Executive Director (Education and Children’s Services) 

(Report No. 23/231) 
 

1. PURPOSE 
 
1.1 This report sets out the key findings following inspections of schools and 

nurseries by Education Scotland/HMIE and of early learning and childcare 
(ELC) settings undertaken by the Care Inspectorate in the day care of 
children. Reporting is of inspections reported since the Executive Sub-
Committee of Learning & Families Committee on 15 May 2023.  

 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 It is recommended that the Committee: 
 

• Considers and comments as appropriate on the contents of the report. 
 
3. STRUCTURE OF REPORT 
 
3.1 This report is structured over the following sections: 
 

• Section 4: Background 

• Section 5: Recently Published Reports   

• Section 6: Performance Summary 

• Section 7: Conclusion 

• Appendices 
 
4. BACKGROUND 
 
4.1 Education Scotland/His Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education (HMIE) 

Inspections 
 
4.1.1  Education Scotland’s programme of routine inspections was paused in 

March 2020 in response to COVID-19.  Inspections resumed in  
September 2022 across all local authorities, selecting early years settings 
and schools for inspection on a proportionate basis as previously, using a 
sampling approach.  As required for the National Improvement Framework, 
HMIE will report on and provide grades for the following Quality Indicators 
(QIs) as part of full model inspections: 
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• QI 1.3 – leadership of change; 

• QI 2.3 – learning, teaching and assessment; 

• QI 3.1 – ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion; and 

• QI 3.2 – raising attainment and achievement. 
 
 Short model inspections focus on QIs 2.3 and 3.2. 

 
4.2 ELC Inspections 

 
4.2.1  ELC settings are subject to inspections from the Care Inspectorate and 

Education Scotland and can experience joint inspections where both scrutiny 
bodies evaluate the quality of the provision.  
    

4.2.2  An updated quality framework for day care of children, childminding and 
school aged childcare was published by the Care Inspectorate in July 2021 
and was used in test inspections, without published grades, before full 
implementation.  This framework is now in place for inspections carried out 
since 1 June 2022. 

 
4.2.3  The framework is framed around four key questions.  Each of these include a 

number of QIs for actual inspection which are: 
 

• How good is our care, play and learning? 

• How good is our setting? 

• How good is our leadership? 

• How good is our staff team? 
  

The final key question is: What is our overall capacity for improvement?  This 
requires a global judgement based on evidence and evaluations from all of 
the other key areas but is not evaluated specifically. 

 
4.2.4  Each QI is graded on a 6-point scale in which 1 = unsatisfactory, 2 = weak,  

3 = adequate, 4 = good, 5 = very good and 6 = excellent, and the overall key 
question evaluation is based on the lowest QI rating if more than one is 
completed.  Following the publication of Funding Follows the Child and the 
National Standard for Early Learning and Childcare Providers: Principles and 
Practice, all ELC settings must gain evaluations of good or better to be able 
to provide funded ELC in partnership with the local authority.   
 

4.2.5 Recommendations and requirements may follow an inspection. 
 

• Recommendations: statements that set out actions the care 
service provider should take to improve or develop the quality of 
the service; and   
 

• Requirements: statements which set out what is required of the 
care service provider to comply with relevant legislation. 
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4.2.6  Care service providers must submit an action plan to the Care Inspectorate 
addressing any requirements and recommendations identified.  Progress 
against the action plan is monitored by the Care Inspectorate through annual 
return and self-assessment forms submitted by the care service provider, 
and through subsequent inspection. 

 
5. RECENTLY PUBLISHED REPORTS   

   
5.1  Education Scotland/HMIE Inspections   

   
5.1.1 Since the Executive Sub-Committee of Learning & Families Committee on 

15 May 2023, the following reports have been published by Education 
Scotland1: 

 

• Rattray Primary School 
Rattray Primary School and Nursery was inspected in February 2023 by 
Education Scotland.  This was a full model inspection, and the evaluations 
against the QIs are shown in Appendix 1.  At the time of the 2023 pupil 
census, the school had 229 primary school children and 45 nursery 
children enrolled.  The primary school had a staffing complement of 13.65 
full time equivalent (FTE) teachers.  The detailed Summarised inspection 
findings for Rattray Primary School is available online. 
 

• Invergowrie Primary School and Nursery 
Invergowrie Primary School and Nursery was inspected in March 2023 by 
Education Scotland.  This was a full model inspection, and the evaluations 
against the QIs are shown in Appendix 2.  At the time of the 2023 pupil 
census, the school had 168 primary school children and 25 nursery 
children enrolled.  The primary school had a staffing complement of 10.2 
FTE teachers.  The detailed Summarised inspection findings for 
Invergowrie Primary School is available online. 
 

• Auchtergaven Primary School and Nursery 
Auchtergaven Primary School and Nursery was inspected in April 2023 by 
Education Scotland.  This was a full model inspection, and the evaluations 
against the QIs are shown in Appendix 3.  At the time of the 2023 pupil 
census, the school had 124 primary school children and 14 nursery 
children enrolled.  The primary school had a staffing complement of 7.82 
FTE teachers.  The detailed Summarised inspection findings for 
Auchtergaven Primary School is available online. 
 

• Pitlochry High School 
Pitlochry High School was inspected in April 2023 by Education Scotland.  
This was a full model inspection, and the evaluations against the QIs are 
shown in Appendix 4.  At the time of the 2023 pupil census, the school had 
192 primary school children and 116 secondary pupils enrolled.  The 
school had a staffing complement of 28.8 FTE teachers.  Gradings were 
given for the entire school and not separately for primary and secondary.  

 
1 As at 26 Jun 2023 
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The detailed Summarised Inspection findings for Pitlochry High School is 
available online.   
 
The Pitlochry High School Nursery class was not inspected during this 
visit, as it had been inspected by Care Inspectorate in November 2022 and 
included in the Executive Sub-Committee of Learning & Families 
Committee on 20 March 2023. 
 

5.2  Care Inspectorate Inspections - Day Care of Children  
   

5.2.1  A total of 13 inspections have been undertaken and published2 by the Care 
Inspectorate since the Executive Sub-Committee of Learning & Families 
Committee on 15 May 2023. 

  
5.2.2  Of these reports, three required to be reported as an exception (where any 

grading has been awarded an evaluation of unsatisfactory, weak, or 
excellent).  Goodlyburn and City of Perth Early Childhood Centre was 
inspected in March 2023 and awarded one weak quality grading for How 
good is our setting evaluation.  A follow up inspection will be carried out 
during 2023.  Changes to the toilet facilities have been actioned by Property 
Services and there have been additional changes to ensure the environment 
is meeting standards.  The inspection report is included as Appendix 5. 

 
ABC Day Nursery, a private provider in partnership with Perth and Kinross 
Council (PKC) was inspected in May 2023 and awarded one weak grading 
for ‘How good is our care, play and learning’ and one unsatisfactory grading 
for ‘How good is our leadership’.  A new manager has been appointed and 
the Early Years Quality Improvement Officer and Education Support Officer 
continue to work with the setting and the Care Inspectorate on addressing 
the action required.  The inspection report is included as Appendix 6. 

 
5.2.3 The inspection of Inchture Primary School Nursery in March 2023 is notable 

for receiving an excellent grading for the area of ‘How good is our 
Leadership’.  The inspection report is included as Appendix 7. 
  

5.2.4  For the 13 published inspections, of the 52 indicators inspected; 1 received 
an ‘unsatisfactory’ grading, 2 received ‘weak’, 3 received ‘adequate’, 20 
received ‘good’, 25 received ‘very good’ and 1 received ‘excellent’. 

    
5.3  Care Inspectorate Inspections - Childminding Services  

  
5.3.1  From academic year 2019/20, childminders commenced providing funded 

hours within the ELC expansion plan for 1140 hours.  All registered 
childminders are inspected by the Care Inspectorate using the updated 
quality framework.  One childminder inspection has been undertaken and 
published2 by the Care Inspectorate since the Executive Sub-Committee of 
Learning & Families Committee on 15 May 2023. 

  

 
2 As at 26 June 2023 
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5.3.2 Inspections of those childminders that have funded places in partnership 
with PKC will be included in this report by exception, as for other childcare 
settings.  No inspections require reporting in this way to date.   

 

 Performance/benchmarking information will be developed as numbers of 
these increase.  For the 1 published inspection, all 4 indicators inspected 
received a ‘very good’ grading evaluation. 

 
6. PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
 

6.1 Inspections: Education Scotland/HMIE 
 

6.1.1 This section provides a summary of the performance of ELC settings and 
schools since August 2018 in inspections undertaken by Education Scotland.  

 

6.1.2 14 ELC providers and 19 primary schools have been inspected in the last five 
years since the beginning of academic session 2018/19.  There have been    
3 secondary school inspections carried out in the same period. 
 

6.1.3 Table 1 below gives a summary of the evaluations for each QI for all ELC, 
primary and secondary school inspections.   

 

Table 1: Number of QI Evaluations – 2018/19 to date. 
Note: Short model inspections focus on QIs 2.3 and 3.2. 

 

ELC 

QI Grading 

1.3 

Leadership of 

change 

2.3 

Learning, 

teaching & 

assessment 

3.2 

Securing 

children’s 
progress 

3.1 

Ensuring 

wellbeing, 

equality & 

inclusion All QIs 

Excellent - - - - - 

Very Good 2 3 4 3 12 

Good 5 5 5 6 21 

Satisfactory 2 5 2 - 9 

Weak - 1 3 -  

Unsatisfactory - - - - - 

Total 9 14 14 9 46 

      

Primary Schools 

QI Grading 

1.3 

Leadership of 

change 

2.3 

Learning, 

teaching & 

assessment 

3.2 

Raising 

attainment & 

achievement 

3.1 

Ensuring 

wellbeing, 

equality & 

inclusion All Qis 

Excellent - - - - - 

Very Good 5 3 4 4 16 

Good 3 9 9 7 28 

Satisfactory 3 6 4 - 13 

Weak - 1 2 - 3 

Unsatisfactory - - - - - 

Total 11 19 19 11 60 
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Secondary Schools 

QI Grading 

1.3 

Leadership of 

change 

2.3 

Learning, 

teaching & 

assessment 

3.2 

Raising 

attainment & 

achievement 

3.1 

Ensuring 

wellbeing, 

equality & 

inclusion  All QIs 

Excellent - - - -  - 

Very Good - - - -  - 

Good - - 1 1 2 

Satisfactory 2 3 1 1 7 

Weak - - 1 -  1 

Unsatisfactory - - - -  - 

Total 2 3 3 2  10 

 
6.1.4 In Perth and Kinross, there is an expectation that ELC provision and schools 

meet “good” evaluations in all QIs.  This is higher than the national 
“satisfactory” expectation.  Therefore, where a school or ELC setting receives 
less than a “good” evaluation, the Quality Improvement Officer for the 
school/setting works with the Headteacher/Manager to develop an action plan 
which will secure improvement in the areas of identified need.   

  
6.1.5 Benchmarking data for ELC and primary school inspections up to June 2023, 

using national and comparator authority information, is shown in Appendix 8.  
There is not currently sufficient data available on secondary school 
inspections to allow for useful benchmarking. 

 
6.1.6  For all ELC QIs evaluated from 2018/19 to date, 72% were graded as Good or 

better.  This compares with 58% for our comparator authorities and 60% 
nationally. 

 
6.1.7 For all primary school QIs evaluated from 2018/19 to date, 73% were graded 

as Good or better.  This compares with 58% for our comparator authorities 
and 64% nationally. 

 

6.2 Inspections: Day Care of Children   
   

6.2.1  This section provides a summary of the performance of ELC settings in 
inspections carried out by the Care Inspectorate.  A total of 34 day care 
services across Perth and Kinross have been inspected by the Care 
Inspectorate since the beginning of the financial year 2022/23.   
   

6.2.2  Table 2 below gives a summary of the evaluations for each Key Question. 
A summary list of inspections as well as benchmarking over a longer time 
period (since financial year 2022/23) against national and comparator data 
can be found in Appendix 9.  This also includes an analysis of overall 
evaluation statistics to give the current position of inspections.  
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Table 2: Number of Day Care of Children Evaluations Received in PKC 
From 2022/23 to date.   
 

QI Grading   

How good is our 

care, play and 

learning 

How good is 

our setting 

How good is 

our staff team 

How good is 

our leadership 
All QIs  

Excellent   0 0 1 0 1 

Very Good   15 20 10 22 67 

Good   14 10 19 7 50 

Satisfactory   4 3 2 5 14 

Weak   1 1 1 0 3 

Unsatisfactory   0 0 1 0 1 

Total   34 34 34 34 136 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
 
7.1 Inspection reports provide further information on the standards and quality in 

PKC schools, nurseries and funded partners providing ELC.  This report sets 
out the outcomes of Education Scotland and Care Inspectorate reports of 
schools and ELC settings inspected and published since 15 May 2023.  The 
overall performance of schools and ELC settings in inspections is strong, and 
where necessary, action plans put in place provide evidence of continuous 
improvement. 

 
Author 

Name Designation Contact Details 

Sharon Johnston Head of Education and 
Learning 

ECSCommittee@pkc.gov.uk  
01738 475000 

 
Approved 

Name Designation Date 

Sheena Devlin 
 

Executive Director (Education 
and Children’s Services) 

18 August 2023 
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ANNEX 
 

1. IMPLICATIONS, ASSESSMENTS, CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 
 

Strategic Implications Yes/None 

Community Plan/Single Outcome Agreement  None 

Corporate Plan  None 

Resource Implications   

Financial  None 

Workforce None 

Asset Management (land, property, IST) None 

Assessments   

Equality Impact Assessment None 

Strategic Environmental Assessment None 

Sustainability (community, economic, environmental) None 

Legal and Governance  None 

Risk None 

Consultation  

Internal  None 

External  None 

Communication  

Communications Plan  None 

 
1. Strategic Implications 
  

Community Plan/Single Outcome Agreement  
 

1.1 This section sets out how the proposals relate to the delivery of the Perth and 
Kinross Community Plan/Single Outcome Agreement in terms of the following 
priorities: 

 
(i) Giving every child the best start in life; 
(ii) Developing educated, responsible and informed citizens; 
(iii) Promoting a prosperous, inclusive and sustainable economy; 
(iv) Supporting people to lead independent, healthy and active lives; and 
(v) Creating a safe and sustainable place for future generations. 

 

This report relates to Objective No. (i)   
 
Corporate Plan  

 

1.2 This section sets out how the proposals relate to the achievement of the 
Council’s Corporate Plan Objectives: 

 
(i) Giving every child the best start in life; 
(ii) Developing educated, responsible and informed citizens; 
(iii) Promoting a prosperous, inclusive and sustainable economy; 
(iv) Supporting people to lead independent, healthy and active lives; and 
(v) Creating a safe and sustainable place for future generations. 
 

This report relates to Objective No. (i)   
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1.3 The report also links to the Education & Children’s Services Vision, Values 
and Priorities in respect of the following key Priority area: 

 

• Best Start  
 
2. Resource Implications 
 

Financial  
 
2.1 N/A 
 

Workforce 
 
2.2 N/A 

 
Asset Management (land, property, IT) 

 
2.3 N/A 
 
3. Assessments 
 

Equality Impact Assessment  
 
3.1 Under the Equality Act 2010, the Council is required to eliminate 

discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, and foster good relations 
between equality groups.  Carrying out Equality Impact Assessments for plans 
and policies allows the Council to demonstrate that it is meeting these duties.   

 
The proposals have been considered under the Corporate Equalities Impact 
Assessment process (EqIA) with the following outcome:  

 
(i) Assessed as not relevant for the purposes of EqIA. 
 
Strategic Environmental Assessment  

 
3.2 The Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005 places a duty on the 

Council to identify and assess the environmental consequences of its 
proposals. The proposals have been considered under the Act; however, no 
action is required as the Act does not apply to the matters presented in this 
report.  This is because the Committee are requested to note the contents of 
the report only and the Committee are not being requested to approve, adopt 
or agree to an action or to set the framework for future decisions.  

 
Sustainability  

 
3.3 Under the provisions of the Local Government in Scotland Act 2003, the 

Council has to discharge its duties in a way which contributes to the 
achievement of sustainable development.  Under the Climate Change 
(Scotland) Act 2009 the Council also has a duty relating to climate change 
and, in exercising its functions must act: 
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• In the way best calculated to delivery of the Act’s emissions reduction 
targets. 

• In the way best calculated to deliver any statutory adaption programmes. 

• In a way that it considers most sustainable. 
 
3.3.1 N/A 

 
Legal and Governance 

 
3.4 N/A 
 
3.5 N/A 

 
Risk 

 
3.6 N/A 
 
4. Consultation 
 

Internal 
 
4.1 Service Managers within Education and Children’s Services have been 

consulted in the preparation of this report.  
 

External  
 
4.2 N/A 

 
5. Communication 
 
5.1 N/A 
 
2. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
6.1 No background papers, as defined by Section 50D of the Local Government 

(Scotland) Act 1973 (and not containing confidential or exempt information) 
were relied on to a material extent in preparing the above report. 

 
3. APPENDICES 
 
3.1  Appendix 1 - Rattray Primary School 

Appendix 2 - Invergowrie Primary School 
Appendix 3 - Auchtergaven Primary School and Nursery Class 
Appendix 4 - Pitlochry High School 
Appendix 5 - Goodlyburn and City of Perth Early Childhood Centre Inspection 
Report 
Appendix 6 - ABC Day Nursery Inspection Report 
Appendix 7 - Inchture Primary School Nursery Inspection Report 
Appendix 8 - Summary of Education Scotland Inspections 
Appendix 9 - Summary of Care Inspectorate Day Care of Children Inspections 
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1   |   Rattray Primary School, Perth and Kinross Council, 5348226 © Crown Copyright

25 April 2023 

Dear Parent/Carer  

In February 2023, a team of inspectors from Education Scotland visited Rattray Primary 
School. During our visit, we talked to parents/carers and children and worked closely with the 
headteacher and staff. Rattray Primary School nursery class was inspected by Care 
Inspectorate within the past 18 months. Therefore, we have agreed with the local authority 
and school that the nursery class is not part of this inspection. 

The inspection team found the following strengths in the school’s work. 

• The very well-respected headteacher who is providing strong and supportive leadership to 
staff and the school community. She is creating a strong culture for school improvement 
which is effective and sensitively led.  

• The highly committed staff team that demonstrates leadership, works well together and 
has a strong understanding of the needs of the school community.  

• The quality of learning and teaching that has a positive impact on children’s attainment. 
Staff provide opportunities for children to achieve, succeed and celebrate success. Staff 
create an inclusive school that values the contribution of children.  

• Children who succeed in making the school a place where their rights are respected. 
Children work well together and participate in school life to create positive changes across 
the school. 

• A school that meets the needs of young carers very well. This is developing a positive 
school environment for young carers to learn, succeed and feel supported. This is 
improving outcomes for children and families. 

The following areas for improvement were identified and discussed with the headteacher and 
a representative from Perth and Kinross Council.

• Continue to develop approaches to assessment. This will support all staff to know how 
well children are progressing with their learning.  

• Continue to focus on improving attainment for children, including those areas of literacy 
and stages of the school affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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2   |   Rattray Primary School, Perth and Kinross Council, 5348226 © Crown Copyright 

We gathered evidence to enable us to evaluate the school’s work using four quality indicators 
from How good is our school? (4th edition). Quality indicators help schools, local authorities 
and inspectors to judge what is working well and what needs to be improved. Following the 
inspection of each school, the Scottish Government gathers details of our evaluations to keep 
track of how well Scottish schools are doing. 
 

Here are Education Scotland’s evaluations for Rattray Primary School 
 

Quality indicators Evaluation 

Leadership of change  very good 

Learning, teaching and assessment good 

Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion good 

Raising attainment and achievement good 

Descriptions of the evaluations are available from: 
How good is our school? (4th edition), Appendix 3: The six-point scale 

 
A more detailed document called Summarised Inspection Findings (SIF) will be available on 
the Education Scotland website at:  
Reports page | Inspection reports | Education Scotland 
 
 
What happens next? 
 
We are confident that the school has the capacity to continue to improve and so we will make 
no more visits in connection with this inspection. Perth and Kinross Council will inform 
parents/carers about the school’s progress as part of its arrangements for reporting on the 
quality of its schools. 
 
 
 
David McKellar  
HM Inspector 
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1   |   Invergowrie Primary School and Nursery Class, Perth and Kinross Council, 5339022 © Crown Copyright

23 May 2023 

Dear Parent/Carer  

In March 2023, a team of inspectors from Education Scotland visited Invergowrie Primary 
School and Nursery Class. During our visit, we talked to parents/carers and children and 
worked closely with the headteacher and staff. 
 
The inspection team found the following strengths in the school’s work. 

• The headteacher is well-respected and valued across the school and nursery community. 
She has made a very positive start to leading the school with a focus on how the school 
can improve. As a result, the staff team and community are invested in improving the work 
of the school. 

• Practitioners in the nursery work well together to improve how they support children. They 
undertake research and share with each other effective approaches that have a positive 
impact on outcomes for children. 

• Practitioners in the nursery work well to create stimulating surroundings in which children 
learn. They provide children with learning activities that challenge them and help them 
learn through play. As a result, children make very good progress with their learning and 
development. 

• Children in the school are polite, friendly and enthusiastic to learn. They are proud of their 
achievements and engage well with their learning. This is leading to children maintaining 
good levels of attainment.  

• Staff across the school and nursery provide a caring and nurturing environment for 
children to learn in. They ensure the values of ready, respectful, and safe are embedded 
within the life of the school. As a result, relationships across the school community are 

positive. This is supporting children to improve their wellbeing.  
 

The following areas for improvement were identified and discussed with the headteacher and 
a representative from Perth and Kinross Council. 

• Senior leaders should continue to improve their approaches to identifying how well the 
school and nursery are improving. This will help them check that changes made improve 
outcomes for all children.   

• Teachers should develop further their use of assessment to inform planning and provide 
increased levels of challenge with learning. This should support all children make 
appropriate progress with their learning.  

• Staff should ensure that all children have opportunities to increase their participation in 
activities and the work of the school. This will increase children’s opportunities to develop 
further their skills for learning, life and work. 
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2   |   Invergowrie Primary School and Nursery Class, Perth and Kinross Council, 5339022 © Crown Copyright 

We gathered evidence to enable us to evaluate the school’s work using four quality indicators 
from How good is our school? (4th edition) and How good is our early learning and childcare?. 
Quality indicators help schools, local authorities and inspectors to judge what is working well 
and what needs to be improved. Following the inspection of each school, the Scottish 
Government gathers details of our evaluations to keep track of how well Scottish schools are 
doing. 
 

Here are Education Scotland’s evaluations for Invergowrie Primary 
School and Nursery Class 
 

Quality indicators for the primary stages Evaluation 

Leadership of change  satisfactory 

Learning, teaching and assessment satisfactory 

Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion good 

Raising attainment and achievement good 

Descriptions of the evaluations are available from: 
How good is our school? (4th edition), Appendix 3: The six-point scale 

 

Quality indicators for the nursery class Evaluation 

Leadership of change  very good 

Learning, teaching and assessment very good 

Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion very good 

Securing children’s progress very good 

Descriptions of the evaluations are available from: 
How good is our early learning and childcare? Appendix 1: The six-point scale 

 
A more detailed document called Summarised Inspection Findings (SIF) will be available on 
the Education Scotland website at:  
Reports page | Inspection reports | Education Scotland  
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What happens next? 
 
We are confident that the school has the capacity to continue to improve and so we will make 
no more visits in connection with this inspection. Perth and Kinross Council will inform 
parents/carers about the school’s progress as part of its arrangements for reporting on the 
quality of its schools. 
 
 
 
David McKellar 
HM Inspector 
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1   |   Auchtergaven Primary School and Nursery Class, Perth and Kinross Council, 5340829 © Crown Copyright

20 June 2023 

Dear Parent/Carer 

In April 2023, a team of inspectors from Education Scotland visited Auchtergaven Primary 
School and Nursery Class. During our visit, we talked to parents/carers and children and 
worked closely with the headteacher and staff.  

The inspection team found the following strengths in the school’s work. 

• Across the school and nursery children are friendly and enthusiastic and proud of their 
achievements. They benefit from the very positive relationships and the caring 
approach of all staff. 

 

• The whole school community collaborate very well to foster a love of reading. Staff, 
children and families enjoy sharing books and participating in reading challenges. 
Children play an important role in leading this area of school improvement. 

 

• Staff, at the early level, provide high-quality play experiences that encourage children 
to explore, discover and be creative. This is supporting children to make good progress 
in their learning. 

The following areas for improvement were identified and discussed with the headteacher and a 
representative from Perth and Kinross Council. 

• Senior leaders and staff should develop consistently high-quality approaches to 
learning and teaching. This should include increased opportunities for children to lead 
their own learning. 
 

• Staff should improve how they demonstrate children’s progress in their learning. It will 
be helpful to have clearer measurable targets to check that approaches and 
interventions are leading to improvements for children who require additional support.  

 

• Senior leaders should support staff to continue to develop a shared understanding of 
achievement of a level across curriculum for excellence. Staff should continue to raise 
attainment across the curriculum, with a particular focus on talking and listening, writing 
and numeracy. 
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We gathered evidence to enable us to evaluate the school’s work using quality indicators from 
How good is our school? (4th edition) and How good is our early learning and childcare?. Quality 
indicators help schools, local authorities and inspectors to judge what is working well and what 
needs to be improved. Following the inspection of each school, the Scottish Government 
gathers details of our evaluations to keep track of how well Scottish schools are doing. 
 

Here are Education Scotland’s evaluations for Auchtergaven Primary 
School 
 

Quality indicators for the primary school Evaluation 

Learning, teaching and assessment satisfactory 

Raising attainment and achievement satisfactory 

Descriptions of the evaluations are available from: 
How good is our school? (4th edition), Appendix 3: The six-point scale 

 

Quality indicators for the nursery class Evaluation 

Learning, teaching and assessment satisfactory 

Securing children’s progress satisfactory 

Descriptions of the evaluations are available from: 
How good is our early learning and childcare? Appendix 1: The six-point scale 

 
A more detailed document called Summarised Inspection Findings (SIF) will be available on the 
Education Scotland website at: Reports page | Inspection reports | Education Scotland 
 
 
What happens next? 
 
We are confident that the school has the capacity to continue to improve and so we will make 
no more visits in connection with this inspection. Perth and Kinross Council will inform 
parents/carers about the school’s progress as part of its arrangements for reporting on the 
quality of its schools. 
 
 
 
 Gillian Whitford 
 HM Inspector 
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1   |   Pitlochry High School, Perth and Kinross Council, 5351332 © Crown Copyright

27 June 2023 

Dear Parent/Carer  

In April 2023, a team of inspectors from Education Scotland visited Pitlochry High School. 
During our visit, we talked to parents/carers and children and worked closely with the 
headteacher and staff.   

The inspection team found the following strengths in the school’s work. 

• The calm, positive and inclusive environment for learning. This is supported by senior 
leaders and all staff who provide a warm and caring ethos, shown clearly in the 
interactions between all members of the school community.  

• Children and young people are polite and respectful. They enjoy being at the school and 
are attaining and achieving well.  

• All staff’s ongoing commitment to monitoring and evaluating the work of the school. This is 
improving learners’ experiences across the school.  

• The work of the whole school community to ensure children and young people are 
knowledgeable about their rights, and the rights of others. 

The following areas for improvement were identified and discussed with the headteacher and 
a representative from Perth and Kinross Council. 

• Continue with plans to involve the whole school community in refreshing the vision, values 
and aims at Pitlochry High School. 

• Senior leaders should continue to develop approaches to improvement planning. They 
should continue to work with all staff to develop a shared understanding of how they show 
the impact of their work in improving experiences for children and young people.  

• Staff should continue to improve the consistency of high-quality learning and teaching 
across the school. They should ensure appropriate tasks and activities are set at the right 
level of difficulty.  

• Staff should increase the pace of improvements in curriculum development. As part of this 
work, staff should ensure all children and young people can make continued progress in 
all areas of the curriculum. 
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We gathered evidence to enable us to evaluate the school’s work using four quality indicators 
from How good is our school? (4th edition). Quality indicators help schools, local authorities 
and inspectors to judge what is working well and what needs to be improved. Following the 
inspection of each school, the Scottish Government gathers details of our evaluations to keep 
track of how well Scottish schools are doing. 
 

Here are Education Scotland’s evaluations for Pitlochry High School 
 

Quality indicators Evaluation 

Leadership of change  satisfactory 

Learning, teaching and assessment satisfactory 

Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion good 

Raising attainment and achievement good 

Descriptions of the evaluations are available from: 
How good is our school? (4th edition), Appendix 3: The six-point scale 

 
A more detailed document called Summarised Inspection Findings (SIF) will be available on 
the Education Scotland website at: Details | Find an inspection report | Find an inspection 
report | Inspection and Review | Education Scotland  
 
 
What happens next? 
 
We are confident that the school has the capacity to continue to improve and so we will make 
no more visits in connection with this inspection. Perth and Kinross Council will inform 
parents/carers about the school’s progress as part of its arrangements for reporting on the 
quality of its schools. 
 
 
 
Stuart Cathro 
HM Inspector 
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P\YYRPaVcR QRPV`V\[`( =\_ ReNZ]YR& PUVYQ_R[ c\aRQ \[ O\\X` a\ _RNQ aUR[ P_RNaRQ T_N]U`( IUV` QRZ\[`a_NaRQ
U\d `aNSS YV`aR[RQ a\ PUVYQ_R[#` c\VPR N[Q ReaR[QRQ aURV_ YRN_[V[T( :UVYQ_R[ UNQ \]]\_ab[VaVR` a\ QRcRY\]
aU_\bTU `PURZNaVP ]YNf Re]R_VR[PR`( HaNSS X[\dYRQTR NO\ba PUVYQ_R[#` QRcRY\]ZR[a R[NOYRQ aURZ a\ \SSR_
\]]\_ab[VaVR` dUVPU dR_R _RYRcN[a a\ aURV_ [RRQ` N[Q V[aR_R`a`( =\_ ReNZ]YR& PUVYQ_R[#` `R[`\_f [RRQ` dR_R
SbYmYYRQ Of aUR ZRN[V[TSbY b`R \S _R`\b_PR` `bPU N` _\PXR_`(

EYN[[V[T N]]_\NPUR` dR_R PUVYQ PR[a_RQ N[Q _R`]\[`VcR a\ PUVYQ_R[#` V[aR_R`a`( :UVYQ_R[#` P\ZZR[a`&
Q_NdV[T`& ]U\a\`& N[Q VQRN` dR_R PN]ab_RQ dVaUV[ n\\_O\\X` dUVPU QRZ\[`a_NaRQ aURV_ V[c\YcRZR[a V[ aUR
]YN[[V[T ]_\PR``( IUR_R dR_R V[P\[`V`aR[PVR` V[ aUR ^bNYVaf \S n\\_O\\X`& aUR ZNW\_Vaf PN]ab_RQ ReNZ]YR`
\S PUVYQ_R[#` YRN_[V[T& U\dRcR_& \[R n\\_O\\X dR Y\\XRQ Na QVQ [\a( :UVYQ_R[#` YRN_[V[T NP_\`` aUR
Pb__VPbYbZ P\bYQ OR Sb_aUR_ QRcRY\]RQ V[ n\\_O\\X` a\ QRZ\[`a_NaR aURV_ ]_\T_R``V\[ N[Q O_RNQaU \S
YRN_[V[T(

:UVYQ_R[ dR_R PR[a_NY a\ aUR _RP\_QV[T \S aURV_ \O`R_cNaV\[` dUVPU dR_R V[QVcVQbNYV`RQ N[Q ]R_`\[NY a\ aURZ(
8` N _R`bYa& aURf dR_R ]_\T_R``V[T dRYY& UN]]f& N[Q P\[mQR[a( CRea `aR]` dR_R QRcRY\]RQ V[ ]N_a[R_`UV]
dVaU SNZVYVR` N[Q _RP\_QRQ V[ N S\_ZNa NPPR``VOYR a\ PUVYQ_R[( HaNSS dR_R cR_f X[\dYRQTRNOYR NO\ba RNPU
PUVYQ#` `aNTR \S QRcRY\]ZR[a N[Q P\[mQR[aYf b`RQ aUV` X[\dYRQTR a\ `b]]\_a UVTU ^bNYVaf ]YNf N[Q YRN_[V[T
Re]R_VR[PR` R[NOYV[T PUVYQ_R[ a\ NPUVRcR(

EN_a[R_`UV] d\_XV[T dVaU SNZVYVR` UNQ ORR[ dRYY R`aNOYV`URQ( HaNSS _RP\T[V`RQ aUR VZ]\_aN[PR \S R[TNTV[T
dVaU PUVYQ_R[ N[Q aURV_ SNZVYVR` Na aUR RN_YVR`a ]\``VOYR `aNTR N[Q ObVYa ]\`VaVcR& [b_ab_V[T _RYNaV\[`UV]`(
D[T\V[T \]]\_ab[VaVR` `bPU N` #O\\X ObT#& N[Q #RNa dRYY& ]YNf dRYY# `R``V\[` ]_\cVQRQ ZRN[V[TSbY
Re]R_VR[PR` S\_ SNZVYVR` a\ R[TNTR V[( IUV` P\[a_VObaRQ a\ `b]]\_aV[T aUR U\YV`aVP [RRQ` \S RNPU PUVYQ N[Q
aURV_ SNZVYf a\ VZ]_\cR aURV_ dRYYORV[T(
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LR ZNQR N[ RcNYbNaV\[ \S dRNX S\_ aUV` XRf ^bR`aV\[( LUVY`a dR VQR[aVmRQ `\ZR `a_R[TaU`& aUR`R dR_R
P\Z]_\ZV`RQ Of `VT[VmPN[a dRNX[R``R`(

'%' .DEG@MAI ASKAMEAI?A DECD LP=GEOT B=?EGEOEAN

:UVYQ_R[ Re]R_VR[PRQ `]NPR` V[Q\\_` dUVPU dR_R P\ZS\_aNOYR& U\ZRYf& N[Q dRYY cR[aVYNaRQ( <SSRPaVcR b`R \S
[Nab_NY N[Q `\Sa YVTUaV[T P_RNaRQ N _RYNeV[T R[cV_\[ZR[a( H\ZR N_RN` \S aUR [b_`R_f d\bYQ OR[Rma S_\Z
ORV[T b]T_NQRQ \_ _RS_R`URQ( =\_ ReNZ]YR& N XVaPUR[ V[ \[R ]YNf_\\Z UNQ ORR[ ]N_aVNYYf b]T_NQRQ U\dRcR_&
aUR ReV`aV[T N_RN _R^bV_RQ a\ OR _RS_R`URQ N[Q b]T_NQRQ( IUR SNPVYVaVR` QVQ [\a P\[`V`aR[aYf TVcR N `a_\[T
ZR``NTR aUNa PUVYQ_R[ ZNaaR_(

:UVYQ_R[ UNQ Sb[ N[Q dR_R NOYR a\ ZNXR V[QR]R[QR[a PU\VPR` NO\ba aURV_ ]YNf V[Q\\_`( GR`\b_PR` dR_R
RN`VYf NPPR``VOYR N[Q QRcRY\]ZR[aNYYf N]]_\]_VNaR( =\_ ReNZ]YR& PUVYQ_R[ dR_R NOYR a\ V[QR]R[QR[aYf ZNXR
]YNfQ\bTU b`V[T N _RPV]R( D[R ]YNf_\\Z YNPXRQ _R`\b_PR` a\ ]_\Z\aR PUVYQ_R[#` QRcRY\]ZR[a V[ YN[TbNTR&
YVaR_NPf& N[Q [bZR_NPf( =\_ ReNZ]YR& YVZVaRQ _R`\b_PR` V[ aUR U\ZR P\_[R_ ZRN[a aUNa PUVYQ_R[ QVQ [\a
R[TNTR V[ aUV` N_RN(

:UVYQ_R[ dR_R V[c\YcRQ V[ XRR]V[T aURZ`RYcR` `NSR b`V[T aUR H@BD8 PNZ]NVT[( IURf dR_R V[c\YcRQ V[
NPaVcVaVR` `bPU N` P\b[aV[T aUR [bZOR_ \S PUVYQ_R[ ORS\_R T\V[T \ba`VQR( IUV` `b]]\_aRQ PUVYQ_R[ a\ QRcRY\]
`XVYY` a\ b[QR_`aN[Q N[Q ZN[NTR _V`X`(

:UVYQ_R[ dR_R R[TNTRQ N[Q PUNYYR[TRQ \baQ\\_`( IUR \baQ\\_ R[cV_\[ZR[a ]_\cVQRQ RePVaV[T \]]\_ab[VaVR`
S\_ _V`Xf& NPaVcR& N[Q R[R_TRaVP ]YNf( :UVYQ_R[ dR_R Pb_V\b` N[Q P_RNaVcR dVaU Y\\`R ]N_a` N[Q UNQ Sb[ `YVQV[T
Q\d[ N YNQQR_ V[ abO`& _VQV[T OVXR` Q\d[ N UVYY N[Q PYVZOV[T a_RR`( :UVYQ_R[ UNQ \]]\_ab[VaVR` a\ Re]Y\_R N
[Nab_NY R[cV_\[ZR[a N[Q ]N_aVPV]NaRQ V[ QR[ ObVYQV[T N[Q Re]Y\_NaV\[ V[ aUR d\\Q`( IUR`R Re]R_VR[PR`
V[P_RN`RQ PUVYQ_R[#` P\[mQR[PR V[ ZN[NTV[T _V`X`( D]]\_ab[VaVR` S\_ S_RR n\d ]YNf dR_R YVZVaRQ QbR a\ aUR
PUNYYR[TV[T YNf\ba \S aUR ObVYQV[T( HaNSS _RP\T[V`RQ aUR OR[Rma` \S \baQ\\_ ]YNf5 U\dRcR_& PUVYQ_R[ dR_R [\a
NYdNf` NOYR a\ NPPR`` aUR TN_QR[( 8a aVZR`& aUV` VZ]NPaRQ [RTNaVcRYf \[ PUVYQ_R[#` Re]R_VR[PR V[Q\\_` dVaU
aUR R[cV_\[ZR[a ORP\ZV[T [\V`f N[Q \cR_`aVZbYNaV[T(

HVT[VmPN[a P\[PR_[` dR_R VQR[aVmRQ N_\b[Q aUR a\VYRa`( LUVY`a aUR`R P\[PR_[` UNQ ORR[ VQR[aVmRQ Of aUR
`R_cVPR& aURf UNQ [\a fRa ORR[ NPaV\[RQ Of aUR ]_\cVQR_( H\ZR PUVYQ_R[ NPPR``RQ a\VYRa` `UN_RQ Of aUR
]_VZN_f `PU\\Y PUVYQ_R[ dUVPU ZRN[a aURf QVQ [\a TRa N]]_\]_VNaR `b]]\_a( HaNSS a\YQ b` aURf dR_R b[NOYR a\
NPP\Z]N[f PUVYQ_R[ N[Q aUNa aUR_R dR_R [\a N]]_\]_VNaR NVQ` `bPU N` `aR]` a\ R[NOYR PUVYQ_R[ a\ RN`VYf
NPPR`` aUR a\VYRa N[Q `V[X( IUV` QVQ [\a ]_\Z\aR PUVYQ_R[#` V[QR]R[QR[PR N[Q QVT[Vaf( IUR a\VYRa` dR_R [\a
dRYY ZNV[aNV[RQ& S\_ ReNZ]YR& \[R a\VYRa UNQ N O_\XR[ a\VYRa `RNa& N[Q `\ZR N_RN` \S aUR n\\_ dR_R b[NOYR a\
OR RSSRPaVcRYf PYRN[RQ( IUV` ]ba PUVYQ_R[ Na _V`X N[Q UNQ aUR ]\aR[aVNY a\ PNb`R N `]_RNQ \S V[SRPaV\[ !NAA
MALPEMAHAIO & =I@ '"( LR `Nd f\b[TR_ PUVYQ_R[ UNQ a\ dNVa V[ aUR P\__VQ\_ a\ NPPR`` aUR [N]]f PUN[TV[T
SNPVYVaVR`( IUV` ZRN[a aUNa PUVYQ_R[ QVQ [\a Re]R_VR[PR N `Z\\aU a_N[`VaV\[ a\ `b]]\_a aURV_ PN_R( 8a aUR aVZR
\S d_VaV[T aUV` _R]\_a& N[ NPaV\[ ]YN[ UNQ ORR[ QRcRY\]RQ a\ PN__f \ba _RZRQVNY d\_X \[ aUR a\VYRa`(
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+( 9f +1 8]_VY ,*,-& aUR ]_\cVQR_ Zb`a R[`b_R PUVYQ_R[ Re]R_VR[PR a\VYRa SNPVYVaVR` dUVPU `b]]\_a aURV_ URNYaU&
`NSRaf N[Q dRYSN_R [RRQ`( I\ Q\ aUV`& aUR ]_\cVQR_ Zb`a& Na N ZV[VZbZ R[`b_R4

N% a\VYRa SNPVYVaVR` N_R PYRN[& UfTVR[VP& N[Q dRYY ZNV[aNV[RQ
O% PUVYQ_R[ PN[ RN`VYf NPPR`` aUR SNPVYVaVR`& V[PYbQV[T aUR `V[X`& a\VYRa`& a\VYRa aV``bR& `\N]& N[Q ]N]R_ a\dRY`
P% PUVYQ_R[ N_R RSSRPaVcRYf `b]]\_aRQ N[Q `b]R_cV`RQ Of `aNSS a\ R[`b_R aURf N_R `NSR N[Q aURV_ ]R_`\[NY PN_R
[RRQ` N_R ZRa(

IUV` V` a\ P\Z]Yf dVaU GRTbYNaV\[ .$Q% N[Q GRTbYNaV\[ +* \S aUR H\PVNY :N_R N[Q H\PVNY L\_X N[Q
@Z]_\cRZR[a HP\aYN[Q $GR^bV_RZR[a` S\_ :N_R HR_cVPR`% GRTbYNaV\[ ,*++ $HH@ ,*++),*+*%(

IUV` V` a\ R[`b_R aUNa PN_R N[Q `b]]\_a V` P\[`V`aR[a dVaU aUR ?RNYaU N[Q H\PVNY :N_R HaN[QN_Q` $?H:H%&
dUVPU `aNaR aUNa4 i@ Re]R_VR[PR N[ R[cV_\[ZR[a aUNa V` dRYY Y\\XRQ NSaR_ dVaU PYRN[& aVQf N[Q dRYY ZNV[aNV[RQ
]_RZV`R`& Sb_[V`UV[T` N[Q R^bV]ZR[aj $?H:H /(,,%(

,( 9f +0 8bTb`a ,*,-& aUR ]_\cVQR_ Zb`a R[`b_R aUNa aUR_R N_R `bSmPVR[a [N]]f PUN[TV[T N[Q a\VYRa SNPVYVaVR`
a\ ZRRa PUVYQ_R[j` ]R_`\[NY PN_R [RRQ`( I\ Q\ aUV`& aUR ]_\cVQR_ Zb`a& Na N ZV[VZbZ R[`b_R4

N% PUVYQ_R[ _R^bV_V[T ]R_`\[NY PN_R N_R `b]]\_aRQ V[ N aVZRYf ZN[[R_
O% a\VYRa SNPVYVaVR` N_R [\a `UN_RQ dVaU `PU\\Y NTRQ PUVYQ_R[ a\ ZV[VZV`R aUR ]\aR[aVNY `]_RNQ \S V[SRPaV\[(

IUV` V` a\ P\Z]Yf dVaU GRTbYNaV\[ .$Q% N[Q GRTbYNaV\[ +* \S aUR H\PVNY :N_R N[Q H\PVNY L\_X N[Q
@Z]_\cRZR[a HP\aYN[Q $GR^bV_RZR[a` S\_ :N_R HR_cVPR`% GRTbYNaV\[ ,*++ $HH@ ,*++),*+*%(

IUV` V` a\ R[`b_R aUNa PN_R N[Q `b]]\_a V` P\[`V`aR[a dVaU aUR ?RNYaU N[Q H\PVNY :N_R HaN[QN_Q` $?H:H%&
dUVPU `aNaR aUNa4 i@ Re]R_VR[PR N[ R[cV_\[ZR[a aUNa V` dRYY Y\\XRQ NSaR_ dVaU PYRN[& aVQf N[Q dRYY ZNV[aNV[RQ
]_RZV`R`& Sb_[V`UV[T` N[Q R^bV]ZR[aj $?H:H /(,,%(
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LR RcNYbNaRQ aUV` XRf ^bR`aV\[ N` T\\Q& dUR_R `RcR_NY `a_R[TaU` VZ]NPaRQ ]\`VaVcRYf \[ \baP\ZR` S\_
PUVYQ_R[ N[Q PYRN_Yf \badRVTURQ N_RN` S\_ VZ]_\cRZR[a(

(%& 7P=GEOT =NNPM=I?A =I@ EHKMJQAHAIO =MA GA@ RAGG

HVT[VmPN[a PUN[TR` UNQ aNXR[ ]YNPR& ZR_TV[T ad\ `R_cVPR`( IUR PR[a_R YRNQR_ N[Q `aNSS aRNZ UNQ N PYRN_
cV`V\[ NO\ba aUR QRcRY\]ZR[a \S aUR `R_cVPR N[Q dR_R P\ZZVaaRQ& Z\aVcNaRQ N[Q ]N``V\[NaR a\ NPUVRcR aUV`(
IURf P_RNaRQ N ]\`VaVcR RaU\` dUR_R PUVYQ_R[ N[Q SNZVYVR` dR_R _R`]RPaRQ& YV`aR[RQ a\& N[Q cNYbRQ( :UVYQ_R[&
SNZVYVR`& N[Q `aNSS dR_R d\_XV[T a\TRaUR_ a\ _RcVRd aUR cV`V\[& cNYbR` N[Q NVZ` \S aUR `RaaV[T( Ha_\[T
YRNQR_`UV] S_\Z aUR PR[a_R YRNQR_ `b]]\_aRQ `aNSS a\ UNcR UVTU N`]V_NaV\[` N[Q P\[mQR[PR V[ aURV_ PN]NPVaf
a\ `b]]\_a PUVYQ_R[ N[Q SNZVYVR` a\ _RNPU aURV_ SbYY ]\aR[aVNY(

:UVYQ_R[ N[Q SNZVYVR` dR_R XRf ]N_a[R_` V[ aUR `R_cVPR N[Q aURV_ V[c\YcRZR[a N[Q P\[a_VObaV\[ dN` UVTUYf
cNYbRQ( D[R SNZVYf a\YQ b` NO\ba U\d aURf SRYa aURf ORY\[TRQ N` ]N_a \S N P\ZZb[Vaf( IURf UNQ V[S\_ZNY
\]]\_ab[VaVR` a\ ObVYQ _RYNaV\[`UV]` dVaU `aNSS aU_\bTU RcR[a` `bPU N` #P\SSRR PNaPU b]#( :UVYQ_R[ N[Q
SNZVYVR` dR_R V[c\YcRQ V[ aUR _RP_bVaZR[a \S [Rd `aNSS dUVPU R[NOYRQ aURZ a\ OR V[PYbQRQ V[ NPaVcRYf
VZ]_\cV[T N[Q V[nbR[PV[T aUR QRcRY\]ZR[a \S aUR `R_cVPR V[ N `]V_Va \S TR[bV[R ]N_a[R_`UV]( =NZVYVR` a\YQ b`
aURf dR_R dRYY `b]]\_aRQ Of aUR `aNSS aRNZ dVaU aUR ZR_TV[T \S aUR ad\ `R_cVPR`( ?\dRcR_& QbR a\ aVZR
P\[`a_NV[a` [\ P\[`bYaNaV\[ dN` PN__VRQ \ba dVaU SNZVYVR` Of aUR ]_\cVQR_ a\ R[NOYR aURV_ cVRd`& \]V[V\[` N[Q
`bTTR`aV\[` a\ OR `UN_RQ& YV`aR[RQ a\ N[Q NPaRQ \[( IUV` dN` N ZV``RQ \]]\_ab[Vaf V[ a_bYf V[c\YcV[T N[Q
V[PYbQV[T SNZVYVR` Qb_V[T N XRf QRcRY\]ZR[a \S aUR `R_cVPR(

<SSRPaVcR VZ]_\cRZR[a ]YN[[V[T `b]]\_aRQ aUR QRcRY\]ZR[a \S XRf N_RN` \S ]_NPaVPR( IUV` dN`
QRZ\[`a_NaRQ V[ ]_NPaVPR aU_\bTU& S\_ ReNZ]YR& ]YN[[RQ YRN_[V[T Re]R_VR[PR` a\ V[P_RN`R PUVYQ_R[#`
[bZR_NPf `XVYY` N[Q aUR VZ]YRZR[aNaV\[ \S `RYS'_RTbYNaV\[ `a_NaRTVR` a\ `b]]\_a PUVYQ_R[#` RZ\aV\[NY
dRYYORV[T( 8 _N[TR \S Z\[Va\_V[T dN` PN__VRQ \ba a\ RcNYbNaR `aNSS ]_NPaVPR( ?\dRcR_& VZ]_\cRZR[a`
VQR[aVmRQ dR_R [\a SbYYf S\YY\dRQ b]( 8_RN` \S P\[PR_[ N_\b[Q aUR R[cV_\[ZR[a dUVPU dR_R VQR[aVmRQ Of
`aNSS N[Q ZN[NTRZR[a UNQ [\a ORR[ S\_ZNYYf Z\[Va\_RQ aU_\bTU `RYS'RcNYbNaV\[ N[Q NbQVa`& S\_ ReNZ]YR&
a_N[`VaV\[` a\ \ba`VQR( LR `bTTR`aRQ aUNa S\_ZNYYf Z\[Va\_V[T aUR`R N`]RPa` d\bYQ ]_\cVQR _\Ob`a RcVQR[PR
a\ b[QR_`aN[Q aUR VZ]NPa \[ PUVYQ_R[#` Re]R_VR[PR N[Q URY] a\ VQR[aVSf PUN[TR` a\ `b]]\_a VZ]_\cRZR[a(
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LR RcNYbNaRQ aUV` XRf ^bR`aV\[ N` NQR^bNaR& dUR_R `a_R[TaU` \[Yf Wb`a \badRVTURQ dRNX[R``R`(

)%( 9O=BB @AKGJTHAIO

:UVYQ_R[ N[Q SNZVYVR` Re]R_VR[PRQ N dN_Z dRYP\ZR N` `aNSS T_RRaRQ aURZ \[ N__VcNY Na [b_`R_f( E\`VaVcR
_RYNaV\[`UV]` dVaU PUVYQ_R[ N[Q SNZVYVR` `b]]\_aRQ RSSRPaVcR N[Q QRaNVYRQ UN[Q\cR_`( IUV` ZRN[a aUNa
VZ]\_aN[a V[S\_ZNaV\[ dN` `UN_RQ N[Q `b]]\_aRQ ]\`VaVcR a_N[`VaV\[` ORadRR[ U\ZR N[Q [b_`R_f(

HaNSS P\ZZb[VPNaRQ dRYY N[Q d\_XRQ a\TRaUR_ N` N aRNZ( IURf ]_\cVQRQ RSSRPaVcR `b]]\_a N[Q ZR[a\_RQ
RNPU \aUR_ V[ N _R`]RPaSbY& `b]]\_aVcR N[Q P\[`a_bPaVcR ZN[[R_(

HaNSS O_RNX` dR_R dRYY ]YN[[RQ N_\b[Q PUVYQ_R[#` [RRQ`& S\_ ReNZ]YR& XRf `aNSS `b]]\_aRQ PUVYQ_R[ Qb_V[T
ZRNYaVZR` ]_\cVQV[T PUVYQ_R[ dVaU SNZVYVN_Vaf N[Q P\[`V`aR[Pf( HaNSS `XVYY` dR_R PN_RSbYYf P\[`VQR_RQ N[Q
]YN[[RQ S\_ NP_\`` aUR _\\Z` a\ ZRRa PUVYQ_R[#` [RRQ`( =\_ ReNZ]YR& `aNSS dVaU `]RPVmP \baQ\\_ a_NV[V[T
dR_R `]_RNQ NP_\`` aUR `RaaV[T a\ R[`b_R NYY PUVYQ_R[ _RTbYN_Yf Re]R_VR[PRQ d\\QYN[Q NQcR[ab_R` N[Q
\baQ\\_ YRN_[V[T(

8O`R[PR` dR_R dRYY ZN[NTRQ& N` PUVYQ_R[ dR_R SNZVYVN_ dVaU `b]]Yf `aNSS N[Q UNQ S\_ZRQ ]\`VaVcR& [b_ab_V[T
_RYNaV\[`UV]`( IUV` `b]]\_aRQ aUR P\[aV[bVaf \S PUVYQ_R[#` PN_R( =NZVYVR` a\YQ b` aUNa aURf dR_R V[S\_ZRQ N[Q
V[a_\QbPRQ a\ [Rd `aNSS V[ aUR `RaaV[T( IUV` `b]]\_aRQ SNZVYVR` N[Q `aNSS a\ ObVYQ ]\`VaVcR P\[[RPaV\[`(

:UVYQ_R[#` [RRQ` dR_R [\a P\[`V`aR[aYf ZRa aU_\bTU\ba aUR QNf( 8a aVZR`& aUR_R dR_R [\a R[\bTU `aNSS a\
R[`b_R PUVYQ_R[ _RPRVcRQ aUR _VTUa `b]]\_a& aUV` V[PYbQRQ `aNSS [\a UNcV[T `bSmPVR[a aVZR a\ b`R V[QVcVQbNY
PUVYQ_R[#` `a_NaRTVR` \S `b]]\_a( IUR ]_\cVQR_ UNQ NYY\PNaRQ NQQVaV\[NY `aNSm[T dUVPU ZRN[a aUNa aUR `R_cVPR
dN` \]R_NaV[T NO\cR aUR ZV[VZbZ `aNSm[T _NaV\`( ?\dRcR_& QbR a\ `aNSS NO`R[PR` N[Q aUR P\[mTb_NaV\[ \S
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About the service

ABC Day Nursery is a day care of children service registered to provide a care service to a maximum of 70
children at any one time.

The service is provided from a terraced two storey Victorian building in the city centre of Perth. The upper
floor consists of three playrooms; two play rooms for babies (0-2 years) and one play room for younger
children (2-3 years), toilet and nappy changing facilities, and a kitchen. The lower floor has two playrooms
for older children (3-5 years), toilets, and an office space. Direct access to the nursery garden to the rear of
the property is available from a playroom on the lower floor. The building overlooks a large green space and
is close to shops and parks.

About the inspection

This was an unannounced inspection which took place on 9 May 2023 between 09:00 and 16:15 and 10 May
2023 between 09:15 and 15:00. The inspection was carried out by two inspectors from the Care
Inspectorate. To prepare for the inspection we reviewed information about this service. This included
previous inspection findings, registration information, information submitted by the service and intelligence
gathered since the last inspection. In making our evaluations of the service we:

• spoke with children using the service
• spoke with two families
• received questionnaire feedback from 12 families
• spoke with staff and management
• observed practice and children's experiences
• reviewed documents.
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Key messages

• Most children experienced interactions which were kind, caring and nurturing. However, some children's
cues were not always recognised or responded to which meant their emotional needs were not always met.

• Children were put at risk as child protection and wellbeing concerns were not acted on appropriately.

• Children's safety, wellbeing and welfare was at risk due to ineffective management of medication, poor
knowledge of choking prevention and a lack of awareness of children's individual needs.

• Older children and babies experienced positive play and learning opportunities which supported them to
develop. However, younger children did not experience an environment which was challenging, stimulating,
or exciting. They lacked choice in their play and were not empowered to be leaders of their own learning.

• Children were put at risk as quality assurance processes were ineffective.

• Most staff worked well together as a team. However, some staff were task focused and this impacted
negatively on children's experiences.

From this inspection we evaluated this service as:

In evaluating quality, we use a six point scale where 1 is unsatisfactory and 6 is excellent

How good is our care, play and learning? 2 - Weak

How good is our setting? 3 - Adequate

How good is our leadership? 1 - Unsatisfactory

How good is our staff team? 3 - Adequate

Further details on the particular areas inspected are provided at the end of this report.
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How good is our care, play and learning? 2 - Weak

We made an evaluation of weak for this key question. Whilst we identified some strengths, these were
compromised by significant weaknesses.

Quality Indicator 1.1 - Nurturing care and support

Children experienced inconsistent interactions across the nursery. Most children experienced interactions
which were kind, caring and nurturing. However, some staff did not always listen to children and
acknowledge and respond to their needs or cues. For example, at times, some younger children were crying
and did not receive the comfort and reassurance they needed. As a result, children's emotional needs were
not always met. Babies experienced warm, comforting, and sensitive interactions which supported them to
feel safe and secure. Older children were supported by staff who were particularly attentive to their needs
and interests. They consistently got down to children's level when speaking with them and offered them
support in a respectful way.

Ineffective use of personal planning resulted in children not always receiving the right care. Where
information was recorded in personal plans, often, this was no longer current and did not include strategies
of support. As a result, some children did not get the support they needed as staff were unclear on
strategies to support children to regulate their emotions. Some children did not have a personal plan in
place which put them at risk as staff did not have basic information to meet their health, safety, and welfare
needs (see requirement 1).

Babies experienced personal care in a sensitive and gentle manner. Positive interactions promoted
children's dignity and supported them to be nurtured through daily experiences. However, attachments
between younger children and staff were not always considered resulting in children experiencing personal
care with staff who were less familiar to them. Staff lacked an understanding of the importance of
attachments and relationships as they focused on carrying out the task rather than considering the
experience for the child.

Children experienced inconsistencies in the quality of mealtimes. Most children were able to eat at a pace
which was right for them. This supported children to have a relaxed and unhurried mealtime. However,
younger children had to wait for lengthy periods when they were finished their lunch despite expressing
that they wanted to return to play. This did not demonstrate that children were listened to and respected.
Some children were encouraged to be independent, for example, pouring their own drinks and serving food
which supported them to be responsible. However, this was not consistent for all children. Some staff sat
with children which promoted discussion and social opportunities, however, others did not. This meant that
some children experienced mealtimes which did not support their development of social skills or language.

Children were at risk of harm as not all staff were knowledgeable in preparing food to minimise potential
choking risks. For example, a child was given whole grapes and staff were not aware that these should be
sliced. Staff were not confident in how to respond if a child was choking which put children at risk (see
requirement 2).
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Allergies were not consistently well managed. Most staff were aware of children's allergies and dietary
preferences. However, on one occasion, staff were unaware of a child's allergy and the management of this,
including their potential need for emergency medication. This had the potential to cause significant harm
(see requirement 3).

Babies and younger children experienced a peaceful and calm sleep where staff offered them comfort and
warmth. However, staff did not effectively consider the sleeping arrangements to meet all younger
children's needs. As a result, one child who wanted to sleep was unable to as they were told that there
were no beds available. We observed that the child was later sleeping on the sofa in the playroom which
compromised their safety, emotional security and wellbeing. This did not respect the child's wishes and did
not promote a comfortable and safe sleep (see area for improvement 1).

Children were put at risk of harm due to ineffective systems in place to record and action child protection
and wellbeing concerns. Poor record keeping including significant gaps in the information recorded, meant
children were not kept safe. We identified on one occasion that staff did not take appropriate action to
raise concerns with the relevant agencies. As a result, children's safety and wellbeing was not protected
(see requirement 4).

Children were put at risk as medication was ineffectively managed (see requirement 5). There was a lack
of understanding and knowledge regarding the management and administration of medication. For
example, a large stock of medicine was kept in the setting to be administered 'as required'. During the
inspection, action had begun to be taken to address this. Medical permissions were not in place to ensure
children's medical needs were safely managed. Medication was inconsistently stored and labelled, and
administration records lacked detail. These serious concerns put children's health needs at risk and
increased the potential for children to receive the incorrect medication or dosage.

Quality Indicator 1.3 - Play and learning

Older children experienced a balance of planned and spontaneous play opportunities in response to their
interests. Children's language development was well supported using 'Word Aware'. This programme
supported staff to reflect on their practice and enable them to demonstrate consistently positive
interactions, for example, giving children eye contact. Opportunities to develop numeracy and mathematical
concepts were woven naturally into conversations, daily routines and children's play experiences. Staff
supported children to extend their learning, through open ended questions and discussion. A range of
opportunities promoted children's thinking and development in numeracy and literacy. Opportunities to
explore and promote curiosity were not available throughout the day as core provision. Children would
benefit from being able to access these resources throughout the day to increase play opportunities and
experiences.

Younger children were not empowered to make decisions about their play and learning. A significant lack of
resources did not provide younger children with a fun, exciting play space. As a result, they did not
experience challenge, stimulation or an environment which promoted curiosity and wonder (see area for
improvement 2). Children's choice was restricted due to the lack of resources available. For example,
younger children only had three pens to draw with and this resulted in children having to wait lengthy
periods of time to participate. As a result, children were disengaged and spent time wandering around the
room.
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There were very limited opportunities for younger children to develop their skills in language, literacy, and
numeracy. Many of the resources throughout the younger children's playroom did not inspire children's
imagination, creativity, or schematic play. Where children did show an interest in their play, these cues were
not always recognised or responded to. As a result, there were missed opportunities to support and extend
children's play and learning.

Babies' development was supported through schematic play and opportunities to promote and encourage
communication. For example, the use of song bags promoted choice and turn taking. Staff in the baby
room were responsive and planning reflected children's interests. This meant that staff were able to adapt
the environment and resources to support their play experiences.

Limited messy and sensory play experiences were available for babies and younger children. This should be
developed to increase opportunities for babies and young children to explore, investigate and be curious.

A lack of effective planning limited opportunities for younger children to access outdoor play and
experiences in their local community. There were missed opportunities to enable younger children to access
the outdoors to promote physical, active play opportunities and learn about the world around them. Older
children had free flow access between the indoors and nursery garden which enabled them to choose where
they played. Older children were engaged outdoors as they experienced activities which were fun and
playful.

Observations were inconsistent across the nursery. Most were personal to each child, however only some
captured significant learning. Staff were all familiar with children's next steps and these were agreed with
families to support learning between nursery and home. However, children did not consistently experience
quality play and learning experiences to support them to achieve their potential.

Requirements

1. By 7 July 2023, the provider must ensure children’s care, welfare and development needs are met by
developing children’s personal plans and ensuring staff use this information effectively. To do this, the
provider must, at a minimum, ensure:

a) personal plans set out children’s current needs and how they will be met
b) all staff are aware of and understand the information within the personal plans, including support
strategies, and use this to effectively meet each child’s needs
c) personal plans are regularly reviewed and updated in partnership with families and other agencies where
appropriate.

This is to comply with Regulation 5(2)(a) and (b) (Personal plans) of the Social Care and Social Work and
Improvement Scotland (Requirements for Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/2010).

This is to ensure that care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS),
which state that: ‘My personal plan (sometimes referred to as a care plan) is right for me because it sets out
how my needs will be met, as well as my wishes and choices’ (HSCS 1.15) and ‘My care and support meets
my needs and is right for me’ (HSCS 1.19).
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2. By 2 June 2023, the provider must ensure that children are protected from harm. To do this, the provider
must, at a minimum ensure:

a) staff are competent, skilled and knowledgeable in relation to ‘Good practice guidance: prevention and
management of choking episodes in babies and children’
b) staff apply their learning into practice.

This is in order to comply with the Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for
Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/210) 4(1)(a) - Requirements to make proper provision for the health
and welfare of service users.

This is to ensure care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS), which
state that: ‘I have confidence in people because they are trained, competent and skilled, are able to reflect
on their practice and follow their professional and organisational codes’ (HSCS 3.14) and ‘I experience high
quality care and support based on relevant evidence, guidance and best practice (HSCS 4.11).

3. By 30 May 2023, the provider must ensure that children are kept safe. To do this, the provider must, at a
minimum ensure:

a) All staff are aware of children’s allergies
b) Where necessary, children with allergies have medical protocols in place
c) All staff are confident, competent and knowledgeable in responding to an allergic reaction, including
following medical protocols

This is in order to comply with the Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for
Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/210) 4(1)(a) - Requirements to make proper provision for the health
and welfare of service users.

This is to ensure care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS), which
state that: ‘I am protected from harm because people are alert and respond to signs of significant
deterioration in my health and wellbeing, that I may be unhappy or may be at risk of harm’ (HSCS 3.21).

4. By 14 July 2023, the provider must ensure that children are safeguarded and protected from harm. To do
this, the provider must, at a minimum ensure:

a) staff are competent, skilled and knowledgeable in relation to local and national child protection guidance
relevant to their role
b) staff apply their learning into practice.

This is in order to comply with the Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for
Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/210) 4(1)(a) - Requirements to make proper provision for the health
and welfare of service users.

This is to ensure care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS), which
state that: ‘I am protected from harm, neglect, abuse, bullying and exploitation by people who have a clear
understanding of their responsibilities’ (HSCS 3.20).
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5. By 30 May 2023, the provider must ensure children's medical needs are safely managed. To do this, the
provider must, at a minimum ensure:

a) medical permission forms are fully completed by parents and carers prior to the administration of
medication
b) medication administered is accurately recorded
c) staff are knowledgeable and competent in relation to the recording of medication and follow the
‘Management of Medication in Day Care of Children and Childminding Services’ guidance.
d) staff apply their learning to practice.

This is in order to comply with the Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for
Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/210) 4(1)(a) - Requirements to make proper provision for the health
and welfare of service users.

This is to ensure care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS), which
state that: 'Any treatment or intervention that I experience is safe and effective' (HSCS 1.24).

Areas for improvement

1. To support and meet children’s wellbeing needs, staff should at a minimum ensure:

a) children’s wishes and preferences about sleep and rest are respected
b) children experience an environment which is safe and comfortable to sleep and rest
c) they are competent, skilled and knowledgeable in relation to safer sleep guidance and apply their learning
into practice

This is to ensure that care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS),
which state that: ‘I am able to access a range of good quality equipment and furnishings to meet my needs,
wishes and choices’ (HSCS 5.21).

2. To enable all children to be cared for in an environment that meets their needs and supports them to
reach their full potential, the manager and staff should as a minimum ensure play spaces offer a range of
resources and materials to effectively challenge and stimulate children and reflect their current interests
and curiosities.

This is to ensure that care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS),
which state that: ‘As a child, I can direct my own play and activities in the way that I choose, and freely
access a wide range of experiences and resources suitable for my age and stage, which stimulate my natural
curiosity, learning and creativity (HSCS 2.27).
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How good is our setting? 3 - Adequate

We evaluated this key question as adequate, where strengths only just outweighed weaknesses.

Quality Indicator 2.2 - Children experience high quality facilities

Children experienced a setting which was clean and welcoming. The setting and equipment were safe and
well maintained. Furniture was appropriate for children's stages of development, for example, small tables
supported babies to hold on when moving around the room. However, the setting lacked homely touches to
create a nurturing and comfortable environment.

Playrooms for babies and older children took account of children's stages of development. These playrooms
had resources which supported and enabled them to make choices about their play and learning. However,
the playroom for younger children was not set up to create a developmentally appropriate space. Some play
spaces were uninviting due to poorly presented resources and other areas were not well resourced. This did
not give children the message that they mattered and that they had a right to play. As a result, children
were not interested and stimulated to play in these areas. There was a lack of cosy and quiet spaces for
children to rest and relax. Children would benefit from the environment being softened and more homely.

Children were well supported to wash their hands which minimised the potential spread of infection.
However, nappy changing and toilet facilities did not follow current best practice guidance. The babies'
nappy changing facility was located within the sleep room and was not fully enclosed. A further nappy
changing area and toilets, located opposite the kitchen, had a curtain covering the entrance rather than a
door. These were serious infection prevention and control risks with the potential to cause significant harm
in the event of an illness outbreak (see requirement 1).

Arrangements for the storage of children's personal information was not consistently followed. Most
information was stored securely, however, some sensitive and confidential information was accessible to
people visiting the playroom.

Requirements

1. By 1 September 2023, the provider must ensure children experience nappy and toilet facilities which
support their health, safety and welfare needs. To do this, the provider must, at a minimum ensure:

a) Nappy changing facilities for babies are fully enclosed
b) Nappy changing and toilet facilities are enclosed with a door to the entrance of the toilets to minimise
the potential spread of infection

This is to comply with Regulation 4(d) and Regulation 10 of the Social Care and Social Work and
Improvement Scotland (Requirements for Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/2010).

This is to ensure care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS), which
state that: 'If I require intimate personal care, there is a suitable area for this, including a sink if needed’
(HSCS 5.4).
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How good is our leadership? 1 - Unsatisfactory

We were very concerned about aspects of the care being provided and we evaluated the service as
delivering an unsatisfactory level of care for this key question.

Quality Indicator 3.1 - Quality assurance and improvement are led well

The vision, values and aims had recently been reviewed and refreshed with staff. However, not everyone
involved in the service had been included in reviewing these to ensure they reflected their expectations and
aspirations for the service.

Children and families had opportunities to share their views and most families told us they felt involved in
the service. Different methods were used to gather their feedback which supported children and families to
feel included. The culture of self-evaluation for improvement was at an early stage of development and had
not yet resulted in improvements.

Quality assurance processes were ineffective (see requirement 1). Some auditing systems had been
developed; however, they did not have a positive impact on improving outcomes for children. For example,
auditing systems had been implemented to review personal plans and medications however, we identified
significant concerns in these areas. There were also significant gaps in the areas covered by the quality
assurance systems such as a lack of monitoring around staff practice to effectively support and challenge
staff to raise standards. As a result, significant concerns, as noted within the inspection report, had not
been identified or addressed which compromised children's safety and wellbeing.

There was no effective system in place to record, monitor or review child protection and wellbeing
concerns. As a result, staff, including the management team, did not follow appropriate procedures to act
on concerns to protect children from harm (see requirement 2).

The service had undergone a recent period of staff changes. This meant that the manager did not have
sufficient time to undertake their responsibilities (see requirement 3). They recognised the current
improvement plan was too ambitious and were working through an action plan, developed with support
from the local authority. Some issues identified within the inspection report had been raised by the local
authority three months previously, however, no action had been taken to address these. Progress lacked
urgency and as a result, positive change had been too slow to make improvements to children's experiences
and to protect them from harm. The manager has agreed to take up the offer for the Care Inspectorate to
provide improvement support and intends to keep the Care Inspectorate up to date with the progress.

Requirements

1. By 1 September 2023, the provider must ensure improved outcomes for children by implementing effective
and robust quality assurance processes. To do this the provider must, at a minimum, ensure:

a) regular, effective, and focused monitoring is carried out across the setting
b) robust audits are developed and implemented, and any actions are addressed promptly
c) clear and effective plans are developed to maintain and improve the service
d) the management team effectively monitors the work of each member of staff and the service as a whole

This is to comply with Regulation 3 Principles and Regulation 15 (a) and (b) Staffing of The Social Care and
Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for Care Services) Regulations 2011 (SSI 2011/210).
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This is to ensure that care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS),
which state that: 'I benefit from a culture of continuous improvement, with the organisation having robust
and transparent quality assurance processes' (HSCS 4.19).

2. By 30 May 2023, the provider must ensure that children are safe and protected and their wellbeing needs
are met. To do this, the provider must, at a minimum ensure:

a) a full audit of child protection and wellbeing concerns in the service is undertaken
b) findings of the audit are assessed
c) appropriate action is taken as a result of the audit
d) the Care Inspectorate is provided with a summary of the audit including the findings and assessment
including any action taken.

This is in order to comply with the Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for
Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/210) 4(1)(a) - Requirements to make proper provision for the health
and welfare of service users.

This is to ensure care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS), which
state that: ‘I am protected from harm, neglect, abuse, bullying and exploitation by people who have a clear
understanding of their responsibilities’ (HSCS 3.20).

3. By 1 September 2023, to support the effective running of the service, the provider must ensure that the
manager has sufficient time to effectively manage and lead the service.

This is in order to comply with the Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for
Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/210) 4(1)(a) - Requirements to make proper provision for the health
and welfare of service users.

This is to ensure that care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS),
which states that: ‘I use a service and organisation that are well led and managed’ (HSCS, 4.23).

How good is our staff team? 3 - Adequate

We evaluated this key question as adequate, where strengths only just outweighed weaknesses.

Quality Indicator 4.3 - Staff deployment

Most staff worked well together as a team. However, this was inconsistent across the nursery. Some staff
in the younger children's playroom were task focused and did not always communicate well with other
staff. This meant that at times, there were not enough staff in the playroom, to provide support and
effectively supervise children. As a result, children's emotional needs were not always met promptly, and on
one occasion, a child had an accident which was unobserved (see requirement 1).

Staff breaks were well managed across the day to ensure children's routines were not interrupted. For
example, staff had their breaks after the children's lunch to provide continuity to the children during this
time. Where staff absences occurred, the manager supported staff within the playrooms which provided
children with familiarity and consistency of care.
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Families told us they felt well informed about staff changes. Families went into the setting during drop off
and pick up which helped them to get to know the staff caring for their child. Effective communication
during handovers between staff and families supported them to experience positive transitions.

Requirements

1. By 23 June 2023, the provider must ensure that children are effectively supported by staff who have the
right skills and qualities. They must, as a minimum:

a) review the skill mix of staff across the setting
b) define clear roles and responsibilities for staff and management team
c) review and make appropriate changes to staff deployment to improve experiences for children.

This is to comply with Regulation 4(1)(a) (Welfare of users) of the Social Care and Social Work and
Improvement Scotland (Requirements for Care Services) Regulation 2011 (SSI 2011/2010).

This is to ensure that care and support is consistent with the Health and Social Care Standards (HSCS),
which state that: ‘I have confidence in people because they are trained, competent and skilled, are able to
reflect on their practice and follow their professional and organisational codes’ (HSCS 3.14).

Complaints

There have been no complaints upheld since the last inspection. Details of any older upheld complaints are
published at www.careinspectorate.com.
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Detailed evaluations

How good is our care, play and learning? 2 - Weak

1.1 Nurturing care and support 2 - Weak

1.3 Play and learning 3 - Adequate

How good is our setting? 3 - Adequate

2.2 Children experience high quality facilities 3 - Adequate

How good is our leadership? 1 - Unsatisfactory

3.1 Quality assurance and improvement are led well 1 - Unsatisfactory

How good is our staff team? 3 - Adequate

4.3 Staff deployment 3 - Adequate
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To find out more

This inspection report is published by the Care Inspectorate. You can download this report and others from
our website.

Care services in Scotland cannot operate unless they are registered with the Care Inspectorate. We inspect,
award grades and help services to improve. We also investigate complaints about care services and can take
action when things aren't good enough.

Please get in touch with us if you would like more information or have any concerns about a care service.

You can also read more about our work online at www.careinspectorate.com

Contact us

Care Inspectorate
Compass House
11 Riverside Drive
Dundee
DD1 4NY

enquiries@careinspectorate.com

0345 600 9527

Find us on Facebook

Twitter: @careinspect

Other languages and formats

This report is available in other languages and formats on request.

Tha am foillseachadh seo ri fhaighinn ann an cruthannan is cànain eile ma nithear iarrtas.
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->JPO ODA NAMQE?A

678 9Me Ba^_Q^e U_ M PMe OM^Q [R OTUXP^QZ _Q^bUOQ ^QSU_`Q^QP `[ \^[bUPQ M OM^Q _Q^bUOQ `[ M YMdUYaY [R /(
OTUXP^QZ M` MZe [ZQ `UYQ&

HTQ _Q^bUOQ U_ \^[bUPQP R^[Y M `Q^^MOQP `c[ _`[^Qe JUO`[^UMZ NaUXPUZS UZ `TQ OU`e OQZ`^Q [R DQ^`T& HTQ a\\Q^
k[[^ O[Z_U_`_ [R `T^QQ \XMe^[[Y_3 `c[ \XMe ^[[Y_ R[^ NMNUQ_ "(%* eQM^_# MZP [ZQ \XMe ^[[Y R[^ e[aZSQ^
OTUXP^QZ "*%+ eQM^_#$ `[UXQ` MZP ZM\\e OTMZSUZS RMOUXU`UQ_$ MZP M WU`OTQZ& HTQ X[cQ^ k[[^ TM_ `c[ \XMe^[[Y_
R[^ [XPQ^ OTUXP^QZ "+%- eQM^_#$ `[UXQ`_$ MZP MZ [RjOQ _\MOQ& 9U^QO` MOOQ__ `[ `TQ Za^_Q^e SM^PQZ `[ `TQ ^QM^ [R
`TQ \^[\Q^`e U_ MbMUXMNXQ R^[Y M \XMe^[[Y [Z `TQ X[cQ^ k[[ &̂ HTQ NaUXPUZS [bQ^X[[W_ M XM^SQ S^QQZ _\MOQ MZP
U_ OX[_Q `[ _T[\_ MZP \M^W_&

->JPO ODA EINKA?OEJI

HTU_ cM_ MZ aZMZZ[aZOQP UZ_\QO`U[Z cTUOT `[[W \XMOQ [Z 1 AMe *(*+ NQ`cQQZ (12(( MZP ).2)- MZP )( AMe
*(*+ NQ`cQQZ (12)- MZP )-2((& HTQ UZ_\QO`U[Z cM_ OM^^UQP [a` Ne `c[ UZ_\QO`[^_ R^[Y `TQ 8M^Q
>Z_\QO`[^M`Q& H[ \^Q\M^Q R[^ `TQ UZ_\QO`U[Z cQ ^QbUQcQP UZR[^YM`U[Z MN[a` `TU_ _Q^bUOQ& HTU_ UZOXaPQP
\^QbU[a_ UZ_\QO`U[Z jZPUZS_$ ^QSU_`^M`U[Z UZR[^YM`U[Z$ UZR[^YM`U[Z _aNYU``QP Ne `TQ _Q^bUOQ MZP UZ`QXXUSQZOQ
SM`TQ^QP _UZOQ `TQ XM_` UZ_\QO`U[Z& >Z YMWUZS [a^ QbMXaM`U[Z_ [R `TQ _Q^bUOQ cQ2

i _\[WQ cU`T OTUXP^QZ a_UZS `TQ _Q^bUOQ
i _\[WQ cU`T `c[ RMYUXUQ_
i ^QOQUbQP ]aQ_`U[ZZMU^Q RQQPNMOW R^[Y )* RMYUXUQ_
i _\[WQ cU`T _`MRR MZP YMZMSQYQZ`
i [N_Q^bQP \^MO`UOQ MZP OTUXP^QZ!_ Qd\Q^UQZOQ_
i ^QbUQcQP P[OaYQZ`_&
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3AT HANN=CAN

i A[_` OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP UZ`Q^MO`U[Z_ cTUOT cQ^Q WUZP$ OM^UZS MZP Za^`a^UZS& =[cQbQ $̂ _[YQ OTUXP^QZ!_
OaQ_ cQ^Q Z[` MXcMe_ ^QO[SZU_QP [^ ^Q_\[ZPQP `[ cTUOT YQMZ` `TQU^ QY[`U[ZMX ZQQP_ cQ^Q Z[` MXcMe_ YQ`&

i 8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q \a` M` ^U_W M_ OTUXP \^[`QO`U[Z MZP cQXXNQUZS O[ZOQ^Z_ cQ^Q Z[` MO`QP [Z M\\^[\^UM`QXe&

i 8TUXP^QZ!_ _MRQ`e$ cQXXNQUZS MZP cQXRM^Q cM_ M` ^U_W PaQ `[ UZQRRQO`UbQ YMZMSQYQZ` [R YQPUOM`U[Z$ \[[^
WZ[cXQPSQ [R OT[WUZS \^QbQZ`U[Z MZP M XMOW [R McM^QZQ__ [R OTUXP^QZ!_ UZPUbUPaMX ZQQP_&

i CXPQ^ OTUXP^QZ MZP NMNUQ_ Qd\Q^UQZOQP \[_U`UbQ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ cTUOT _a\\[^`QP `TQY `[
PQbQX[\& =[cQbQ $̂ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ PUP Z[` Qd\Q^UQZOQ MZ QZbU^[ZYQZ` cTUOT cM_ OTMXXQZSUZS$ _`UYaXM`UZS$
[^ QdOU`UZS& HTQe XMOWQP OT[UOQ UZ `TQU^ \XMe MZP cQ^Q Z[` QY\[cQ^QP `[ NQ XQMPQ^_ [R `TQU^ [cZ XQM^ZUZS&

i 8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q \a` M` ^U_W M_ ]aMXU`e M__a^MZOQ \^[OQ__Q_ cQ^Q UZQRRQO`UbQ&

i A[_` _`MRR c[^WQP cQXX `[SQ`TQ^ M_ M `QMY& =[cQbQ $̂ _[YQ _`MRR cQ^Q `M_W R[Oa_QP MZP `TU_ UY\MO`QP
ZQSM`UbQXe [Z OTUXP^QZ!_ Qd\Q^UQZOQ_&

0MJH ODEN EINKA?OEJI RA AQ=GP=OA@ ODEN NAMQE?A =N+

>Z QbMXaM`UZS ]aMXU`e$ cQ a_Q M _Ud \[UZ` _OMXQ cTQ^Q ) U_ aZ_M`U_RMO`[^e MZP . U_ QdOQXXQZ`

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ OM^Q$ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS4 * % KQMW

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ _Q``UZS4 + % 6PQ]aM`Q

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ XQMPQ^_TU\4 ) % IZ_M`U_RMO`[^e

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ _`MRR `QMY4 + % 6PQ]aM`Q

;a^`TQ^ PQ`MUX_ [Z `TQ \M^`UOaXM^ M^QM_ UZ_\QO`QP M^Q \^[bUPQP M` `TQ QZP [R `TU_ ^Q\[^`&
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1JR CJJ@ EN JPM ?=MA# KG=T =I@ GA=MIEIC, ' $ <A=F

KQ YMPQ MZ QbMXaM`U[Z [R cQMW R[^ `TU_ WQe ]aQ_`U[Z& KTUX_` cQ UPQZ`UjQP _[YQ _`^QZS`T_$ `TQ_Q cQ^Q
O[Y\^[YU_QP Ne _USZUjOMZ` cQMWZQ__Q_&

7P=GEOT 2I@E?=OJM &%& $ 4PMOPMEIC ?=MA =I@ NPKKJMO

8TUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP UZO[Z_U_`QZ` UZ`Q^MO`U[Z_ MO^[__ `TQ Za^_Q^e& A[_` OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP UZ`Q^MO`U[Z_
cTUOT cQ^Q WUZP$ OM^UZS MZP Za^`a^UZS& =[cQbQ $̂ _[YQ _`MRR PUP Z[` MXcMe_ XU_`QZ `[ OTUXP^QZ MZP
MOWZ[cXQPSQ MZP ^Q_\[ZP `[ `TQU^ ZQQP_ [^ OaQ_& ;[^ QdMY\XQ$ M` `UYQ_$ _[YQ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q O^eUZS
MZP PUP Z[` ^QOQUbQ `TQ O[YR[^` MZP ^QM__a^MZOQ `TQe ZQQPQP& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ OTUXP^QZ!_ QY[`U[ZMX ZQQP_ cQ^Q
Z[` MXcMe_ YQ`& 7MNUQ_ Qd\Q^UQZOQP cM^Y$ O[YR[^`UZS$ MZP _QZ_U`UbQ UZ`Q^MO`U[Z_ cTUOT _a\\[^`QP `TQY `[
RQQX _MRQ MZP _QOa^Q& CXPQ^ OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q _a\\[^`QP Ne _`MRR cT[ cQ^Q \M^`UOaXM^Xe M``QZ`UbQ `[ `TQU^ ZQQP_
MZP UZ`Q^Q_`_& HTQe O[Z_U_`QZ`Xe S[` P[cZ `[ OTUXP^QZ!_ XQbQX cTQZ _\QMWUZS cU`T `TQY MZP [RRQ^QP `TQY
_a\\[^` UZ M ^Q_\QO`RaX cMe&

>ZQRRQO`UbQ a_Q [R \Q^_[ZMX \XMZZUZS ^Q_aX`QP UZ OTUXP^QZ Z[` MXcMe_ ^QOQUbUZS `TQ ^UST` OM^Q& KTQ^Q
UZR[^YM`U[Z cM_ ^QO[^PQP UZ \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ_$ [R`QZ$ `TU_ cM_ Z[ X[ZSQ^ Oa^^QZ` MZP PUP Z[` UZOXaPQ _`^M`QSUQ_
[R _a\\[^`& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ _[YQ OTUXP^QZ PUP Z[` SQ` `TQ _a\\[^` `TQe ZQQPQP M_ _`MRR cQ^Q aZOXQM^ [Z
_`^M`QSUQ_ `[ _a\\[^` OTUXP^QZ `[ ^QSaXM`Q `TQU^ QY[`U[Z_& G[YQ OTUXP^QZ PUP Z[` TMbQ M \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ UZ
\XMOQ cTUOT \a` `TQY M` ^U_W M_ _`MRR PUP Z[` TMbQ NM_UO UZR[^YM`U[Z `[ YQQ` `TQU^ TQMX`T$ _MRQ`e$ MZP cQXRM^Q
ZQQP_ !NAA MALPEMAHAIO &"&

7MNUQ_ Qd\Q^UQZOQP \Q^_[ZMX OM^Q UZ M _QZ_U`UbQ MZP SQZ`XQ YMZZQ &̂ D[_U`UbQ UZ`Q^MO`U[Z_ \^[Y[`QP
OTUXP^QZ!_ PUSZU`e MZP _a\\[^`QP `TQY `[ NQ Za^`a^QP `T^[aST PMUXe Qd\Q^UQZOQ_& =[cQbQ $̂ M``MOTYQZ`_
NQ`cQQZ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ MZP _`MRR cQ^Q Z[` MXcMe_ O[Z_UPQ^QP ^Q_aX`UZS UZ OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOUZS \Q^_[ZMX
OM^Q cU`T _`MRR cT[ cQ^Q XQ__ RMYUXUM^ `[ `TQY& G`MRR XMOWQP MZ aZPQ^_`MZPUZS [R `TQ UY\[^`MZOQ [R
M``MOTYQZ`_ MZP ^QXM`U[Z_TU\_ M_ `TQe R[Oa_QP [Z OM^^eUZS [a` `TQ `M_W ^M`TQ^ `TMZ O[Z_UPQ^UZS `TQ
Qd\Q^UQZOQ R[^ `TQ OTUXP&

8TUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP UZO[Z_U_`QZOUQ_ UZ `TQ ]aMXU`e [R YQMX`UYQ_& A[_` OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q MNXQ `[ QM` M` M \MOQ
cTUOT cM_ ^UST` R[^ `TQY& HTU_ _a\\[^`QP OTUXP^QZ `[ TMbQ M ^QXMdQP MZP aZTa^^UQP YQMX`UYQ& =[cQbQ $̂
e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ TMP `[ cMU` R[^ XQZS`Te \Q^U[P_ cTQZ `TQe cQ^Q jZU_TQP `TQU^ XaZOT PQ_\U`Q Qd\^Q__UZS
`TM` `TQe cMZ`QP `[ ^Q`a^Z `[ \XMe& HTU_ PUP Z[` PQY[Z_`^M`Q `TM` OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q XU_`QZQP `[ MZP ^Q_\QO`QP&
G[YQ OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q QZO[a^MSQP `[ NQ UZPQ\QZPQZ`$ R[^ QdMY\XQ$ \[a^UZS `TQU^ [cZ P^UZW_ MZP _Q^bUZS R[[P
cTUOT _a\\[^`QP `TQY `[ NQ ^Q_\[Z_UNXQ& =[cQbQ $̂ `TU_ cM_ Z[` O[Z_U_`QZ` R[^ MXX OTUXP^QZ& G[YQ _`MRR _M`
cU`T OTUXP^QZ cTUOT \^[Y[`QP PU_Oa__U[Z MZP _[OUMX [\\[^`aZU`UQ_$ T[cQbQ $̂ [`TQ^_ PUP Z[`& HTU_ YQMZ` `TM`
_[YQ OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP YQMX`UYQ_ cTUOT PUP Z[` _a\\[^` `TQU^ PQbQX[\YQZ` [R _[OUMX _WUXX_ [^ XMZSaMSQ&

8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q M` ^U_W [R TM^Y M_ Z[` MXX _`MRR cQ^Q WZ[cXQPSQMNXQ UZ \^Q\M^UZS R[[P `[ YUZUYU_Q \[`QZ`UMX
OT[WUZS ^U_W_& ;[^ QdMY\XQ$ M OTUXP cM_ SUbQZ cT[XQ S^M\Q_ MZP _`MRR cQ^Q Z[` McM^Q `TM` `TQ_Q _T[aXP NQ
_XUOQP& G`MRR cQ^Q Z[` O[ZjPQZ` UZ T[c `[ ^Q_\[ZP UR M OTUXP cM_ OT[WUZS cTUOT \a` OTUXP^QZ M` ^U_W !NAA
MALPEMAHAIO '"&
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6XXQ^SUQ_ cQ^Q Z[` O[Z_U_`QZ`Xe cQXX YMZMSQP& A[_` _`MRR cQ^Q McM^Q [R OTUXP^QZ!_ MXXQ^SUQ_ MZP PUQ`M^e
\^QRQ^QZOQ_& =[cQbQ $̂ [Z [ZQ [OOM_U[Z$ _`MRR cQ^Q aZMcM^Q [R M OTUXP!_ MXXQ^Se MZP `TQ YMZMSQYQZ` [R `TU_$
UZOXaPUZS `TQU^ \[`QZ`UMX ZQQP R[^ QYQ^SQZOe YQPUOM`U[Z& HTU_ TMP `TQ \[`QZ`UMX `[ OMa_Q _USZUjOMZ` TM^Y
!NAA MALPEMAHAIO ("&

7MNUQ_ MZP e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP M \QMOQRaX MZP OMXY _XQQ\ cTQ^Q _`MRR [RRQ^QP `TQY O[YR[^` MZP
cM^Y`T& =[cQbQ $̂ _`MRR PUP Z[` QRRQO`UbQXe O[Z_UPQ^ `TQ _XQQ\UZS M^^MZSQYQZ`_ `[ YQQ` MXX e[aZSQ^
OTUXP^QZ!_ ZQQP_& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ [ZQ OTUXP cT[ cMZ`QP `[ _XQQ\ cM_ aZMNXQ `[ M_ `TQe cQ^Q `[XP `TM` `TQ^Q
cQ^Q Z[ NQP_ MbMUXMNXQ& KQ [N_Q^bQP `TM` `TQ OTUXP cM_ XM`Q^ _XQQ\UZS [Z `TQ _[RM UZ `TQ \XMe^[[Y cTUOT
O[Y\^[YU_QP `TQU^ _MRQ`e$ QY[`U[ZMX _QOa^U`e MZP cQXXNQUZS& HTU_ PUP Z[` ^Q_\QO` `TQ OTUXP!_ cU_TQ_ MZP PUP
Z[` \^[Y[`Q M O[YR[^`MNXQ MZP _MRQ _XQQ\ !NAA =MA= BJM EHKMJQAHAIO &"&

8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q \a` M` ^U_W [R TM^Y PaQ `[ UZQRRQO`UbQ _e_`QY_ UZ \XMOQ `[ ^QO[^P MZP MO`U[Z OTUXP \^[`QO`U[Z
MZP cQXXNQUZS O[ZOQ^Z_& D[[^ ^QO[^P WQQ\UZS UZOXaPUZS _USZUjOMZ` SM\_ UZ `TQ UZR[^YM`U[Z ^QO[^PQP$ YQMZ`
OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q Z[` WQ\` _MRQ& KQ UPQZ`UjQP [Z [ZQ [OOM_U[Z `TM` _`MRR PUP Z[` `MWQ M\\^[\^UM`Q MO`U[Z `[
^MU_Q O[ZOQ^Z_ cU`T `TQ ^QXQbMZ` MSQZOUQ_& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ OTUXP^QZ!_ _MRQ`e MZP cQXXNQUZS cM_ Z[` \^[`QO`QP
!NAA MALPEMAHAIO )"&

8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q \a` M` ^U_W M_ YQPUOM`U[Z cM_ UZQRRQO`UbQXe YMZMSQP !NAA MALPEMAHAIO *"& HTQ^Q cM_ M XMOW
[R aZPQ^_`MZPUZS MZP WZ[cXQPSQ ^QSM^PUZS `TQ YMZMSQYQZ` MZP MPYUZU_`^M`U[Z [R YQPUOM`U[Z& ;[^
QdMY\XQ$ M XM^SQ _`[OW [R YQPUOUZQ cM_ WQ\` UZ `TQ _Q``UZS `[ NQ MPYUZU_`Q^QP !M_ ^Q]aU^QP!& 9a^UZS `TQ
UZ_\QO`U[Z$ MO`U[Z TMP NQSaZ `[ NQ `MWQZ `[ MPP^Q__ `TU_& AQPUOMX \Q^YU__U[Z_ cQ^Q Z[` UZ \XMOQ `[ QZ_a^Q
OTUXP^QZ!_ YQPUOMX ZQQP_ cQ^Q _MRQXe YMZMSQP& AQPUOM`U[Z cM_ UZO[Z_U_`QZ`Xe _`[^QP MZP XMNQXXQP$ MZP
MPYUZU_`^M`U[Z ^QO[^P_ XMOWQP PQ`MUX& HTQ_Q _Q^U[a_ O[ZOQ^Z_ \a` OTUXP^QZ!_ TQMX`T ZQQP_ M` ^U_W MZP
UZO^QM_QP `TQ \[`QZ`UMX R[^ OTUXP^QZ `[ ^QOQUbQ `TQ UZO[^^QO` YQPUOM`U[Z [^ P[_MSQ&

7P=GEOT 2I@E?=OJM &%( $ 6G=T =I@ GA=MIEIC

CXPQ^ OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP M NMXMZOQ [R \XMZZQP MZP _\[Z`MZQ[a_ \XMe [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ UZ ^Q_\[Z_Q `[ `TQU^
UZ`Q^Q_`_& 8TUXP^QZ!_ XMZSaMSQ PQbQX[\YQZ` cM_ cQXX _a\\[^`QP a_UZS !K[^P 6cM^Q!& HTU_ \^[S^MYYQ
_a\\[^`QP _`MRR `[ ^QkQO` [Z `TQU^ \^MO`UOQ MZP QZMNXQ `TQY `[ PQY[Z_`^M`Q O[Z_U_`QZ`Xe \[_U`UbQ
UZ`Q^MO`U[Z_$ R[^ QdMY\XQ$ SUbUZS OTUXP^QZ QeQ O[Z`MO`& C\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ PQbQX[\ ZaYQ^MOe MZP YM`TQYM`UOMX
O[ZOQ\`_ cQ^Q c[bQZ ZM`a^MXXe UZ`[ O[ZbQ^_M`U[Z_$ PMUXe ^[a`UZQ_ MZP OTUXP^QZ!_ \XMe Qd\Q^UQZOQ_& G`MRR
_a\\[^`QP OTUXP^QZ `[ Qd`QZP `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS$ `T^[aST [\QZ QZPQP ]aQ_`U[Z_ MZP PU_Oa__U[Z& 6 ^MZSQ [R
[\\[^`aZU`UQ_ \^[Y[`QP OTUXP^QZ!_ `TUZWUZS MZP PQbQX[\YQZ` UZ ZaYQ^MOe MZP XU`Q^MOe& C\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[
Qd\X[^Q MZP \^[Y[`Q Oa^U[_U`e cQ^Q Z[` MbMUXMNXQ `T^[aST[a` `TQ PMe M_ O[^Q \^[bU_U[Z& 8TUXP^QZ c[aXP
NQZQj` R^[Y NQUZS MNXQ `[ MOOQ__ `TQ_Q ^Q_[a^OQ_ `T^[aST[a` `TQ PMe `[ UZO^QM_Q \XMe [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ MZP
Qd\Q^UQZOQ_&

L[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q Z[` QY\[cQ^QP `[ YMWQ PQOU_U[Z_ MN[a` `TQU^ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS& 6 _USZUjOMZ` XMOW [R
^Q_[a^OQ_ PUP Z[` \^[bUPQ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ cU`T M RaZ$ QdOU`UZS \XMe _\MOQ& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ `TQe PUP Z[`
Qd\Q^UQZOQ OTMXXQZSQ$ _`UYaXM`U[Z [^ MZ QZbU^[ZYQZ` cTUOT \^[Y[`QP Oa^U[_U`e MZP c[ZPQ^ !NAA =MA= BJM
EHKMJQAHAIO '"& 8TUXP^QZ!_ OT[UOQ cM_ ^Q_`^UO`QP PaQ `[ `TQ XMOW [R ^Q_[a^OQ_ MbMUXMNXQ& ;[^ QdMY\XQ$
e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ [ZXe TMP `T^QQ \QZ_ `[ P^Mc cU`T MZP `TU_ ^Q_aX`QP UZ OTUXP^QZ TMbUZS `[ cMU` XQZS`Te
\Q^U[P_ [R `UYQ `[ \M^`UOU\M`Q& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q PU_QZSMSQP MZP _\QZ` `UYQ cMZPQ^UZS M^[aZP `TQ
^[[Y&
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HTQ^Q cQ^Q bQ^e XUYU`QP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ `[ PQbQX[\ `TQU^ _WUXX_ UZ XMZSaMSQ$ XU`Q^MOe$ MZP
ZaYQ^MOe& AMZe [R `TQ ^Q_[a^OQ_ `T^[aST[a` `TQ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ!_ \XMe^[[Y PUP Z[` UZ_\U^Q OTUXP^QZ!_
UYMSUZM`U[Z$ O^QM`UbU`e$ [^ _OTQYM`UO \XMe& KTQ^Q OTUXP^QZ PUP _T[c MZ UZ`Q^Q_` UZ `TQU^ \XMe$ `TQ_Q OaQ_ cQ^Q
Z[` MXcMe_ ^QO[SZU_QP [^ ^Q_\[ZPQP `[& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ `TQ^Q cQ^Q YU__QP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ _a\\[^` MZP Qd`QZP
OTUXP^QZ!_ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS&

7MNUQ_! PQbQX[\YQZ` cM_ _a\\[^`QP `T^[aST _OTQYM`UO \XMe MZP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ \^[Y[`Q MZP QZO[a^MSQ
O[YYaZUOM`U[Z& ;[^ QdMY\XQ$ `TQ a_Q [R _[ZS NMS_ \^[Y[`QP OT[UOQ MZP `a^Z `MWUZS& G`MRR UZ `TQ NMNe
^[[Y cQ^Q ^Q_\[Z_UbQ MZP \XMZZUZS ^QkQO`QP OTUXP^QZ!_ UZ`Q^Q_`_& HTU_ YQMZ` `TM` _`MRR cQ^Q MNXQ `[ MPM\`
`TQ QZbU^[ZYQZ` MZP ^Q_[a^OQ_ `[ _a\\[^` `TQU^ \XMe Qd\Q^UQZOQ_&

@UYU`QP YQ__e MZP _QZ_[^e \XMe Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ cQ^Q MbMUXMNXQ R[^ NMNUQ_ MZP e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ& HTU_ _T[aXP NQ
PQbQX[\QP `[ UZO^QM_Q [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ NMNUQ_ MZP e[aZS OTUXP^QZ `[ Qd\X[^Q$ UZbQ_`USM`Q MZP NQ Oa^U[a_&

6 XMOW [R QRRQO`UbQ \XMZZUZS XUYU`QP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ `[ MOOQ__ [a`P[[^ \XMe MZP
Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ UZ `TQU^ X[OMX O[YYaZU`e& HTQ^Q cQ^Q YU__QP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ QZMNXQ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ `[ MOOQ__
`TQ [a`P[[^_ `[ \^[Y[`Q \Te_UOMX$ MO`UbQ \XMe [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ MZP XQM^Z MN[a` `TQ c[^XP M^[aZP `TQY& CXPQ^
OTUXP^QZ TMP R^QQ k[c MOOQ__ NQ`cQQZ `TQ UZP[[^_ MZP Za^_Q^e SM^PQZ cTUOT QZMNXQP `TQY `[ OT[[_Q cTQ^Q
`TQe \XMeQP& CXPQ^ OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q QZSMSQP [a`P[[^_ M_ `TQe Qd\Q^UQZOQP MO`UbU`UQ_ cTUOT cQ^Q RaZ MZP
\XMeRaX&

CN_Q^bM`U[Z_ cQ^Q UZO[Z_U_`QZ` MO^[__ `TQ Za^_Q^e& A[_` cQ^Q \Q^_[ZMX `[ QMOT OTUXP$ T[cQbQ^ [ZXe _[YQ
OM\`a^QP _USZUjOMZ` XQM^ZUZS& G`MRR cQ^Q MXX RMYUXUM^ cU`T OTUXP^QZ!_ ZQd` _`Q\_ MZP `TQ_Q cQ^Q MS^QQP cU`T
RMYUXUQ_ `[ _a\\[^` XQM^ZUZS NQ`cQQZ Za^_Q^e MZP T[YQ& =[cQbQ $̂ OTUXP^QZ PUP Z[` O[Z_U_`QZ`Xe Qd\Q^UQZOQ
]aMXU`e \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ `[ _a\\[^` `TQY `[ MOTUQbQ `TQU^ \[`QZ`UMX&

8ALPEMAHAION

)& 7e / ?aXe *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q OTUXP^QZh_ OM^Q$ cQXRM^Q MZP PQbQX[\YQZ` ZQQP_ M^Q YQ` Ne
PQbQX[\UZS OTUXP^QZh_ \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ_ MZP QZ_a^UZS _`MRR a_Q `TU_ UZR[^YM`U[Z QRRQO`UbQXe& H[ P[ `TU_$ `TQ
\^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY$ QZ_a^Q2

M# \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ_ _Q` [a` OTUXP^QZh_ Oa^^QZ` ZQQP_ MZP T[c `TQe cUXX NQ YQ`
N# MXX _`MRR M^Q McM^Q [R MZP aZPQ^_`MZP `TQ UZR[^YM`U[Z cU`TUZ `TQ \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ_$ UZOXaPUZS _a\\[^`
_`^M`QSUQ_$ MZP a_Q `TU_ `[ QRRQO`UbQXe YQQ` QMOT OTUXPh_ ZQQP_
O# \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ_ M^Q ^QSaXM^Xe ^QbUQcQP MZP a\PM`QP UZ \M^`ZQ^_TU\ cU`T RMYUXUQ_ MZP [`TQ^ MSQZOUQ_ cTQ^Q
M\\^[\^UM`Q&

HTU_ U_ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T FQSaXM`U[Z -"*#"M# MZP "N# "DQ^_[ZMX \XMZ_# [R `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W MZP
>Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^ 8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*()(#&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$
cTUOT _`M`Q `TM`2 gAe \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ "_[YQ`UYQ_ ^QRQ^^QP `[ M_ M OM^Q \XMZ# U_ ^UST` R[^ YQ NQOMa_Q U` _Q`_ [a`
T[c Ye ZQQP_ cUXX NQ YQ`$ M_ cQXX M_ Ye cU_TQ_ MZP OT[UOQ_h "=G8G )&)-# MZP gAe OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` YQQ`_
Ye ZQQP_ MZP U_ ^UST` R[^ YQh "=G8G )&)1#&
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*& 7e * ?aZQ *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q `TM` OTUXP^QZ M^Q \^[`QO`QP R^[Y TM^Y& H[ P[ `TU_$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^
Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# _`MRR M^Q O[Y\Q`QZ`$ _WUXXQP MZP WZ[cXQPSQMNXQ UZ ^QXM`U[Z `[ g<[[P \^MO`UOQ SaUPMZOQ2 \^QbQZ`U[Z MZP
YMZMSQYQZ` [R OT[WUZS Q\U_[PQ_ UZ NMNUQ_ MZP OTUXP^QZh
N# _`MRR M\\Xe `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS UZ`[ \^MO`UOQ&

HTU_ U_ UZ [^PQ^ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^
8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*)(# ,")#"M# % FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ `[ YMWQ \^[\Q^ \^[bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ TQMX`T
MZP cQXRM^Q [R _Q^bUOQ a_Q^_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$ cTUOT
_`M`Q `TM`2 g> TMbQ O[ZjPQZOQ UZ \Q[\XQ NQOMa_Q `TQe M^Q `^MUZQP$ O[Y\Q`QZ` MZP _WUXXQP$ M^Q MNXQ `[ ^QkQO`
[Z `TQU^ \^MO`UOQ MZP R[XX[c `TQU^ \^[RQ__U[ZMX MZP [^SMZU_M`U[ZMX O[PQ_h "=G8G +&),# MZP g> Qd\Q^UQZOQ TUST
]aMXU`e OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` NM_QP [Z ^QXQbMZ` QbUPQZOQ$ SaUPMZOQ MZP NQ_` \^MO`UOQ "=G8G ,&))#&

+& 7e +( AMe *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q `TM` OTUXP^QZ M^Q WQ\` _MRQ& H[ P[ `TU_$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M
YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# 6XX _`MRR M^Q McM^Q [R OTUXP^QZh_ MXXQ^SUQ_
N# KTQ^Q ZQOQ__M^e$ OTUXP^QZ cU`T MXXQ^SUQ_ TMbQ YQPUOMX \^[`[O[X_ UZ \XMOQ
O# 6XX _`MRR M^Q O[ZjPQZ`$ O[Y\Q`QZ` MZP WZ[cXQPSQMNXQ UZ ^Q_\[ZPUZS `[ MZ MXXQ^SUO ^QMO`U[Z$ UZOXaPUZS
R[XX[cUZS YQPUOMX \^[`[O[X_

HTU_ U_ UZ [^PQ^ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^
8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*)(# ,")#"M# % FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ `[ YMWQ \^[\Q^ \^[bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ TQMX`T
MZP cQXRM^Q [R _Q^bUOQ a_Q^_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$ cTUOT
_`M`Q `TM`2 g> MY \^[`QO`QP R^[Y TM^Y NQOMa_Q \Q[\XQ M^Q MXQ^` MZP ^Q_\[ZP `[ _USZ_ [R _USZUjOMZ`
PQ`Q^U[^M`U[Z UZ Ye TQMX`T MZP cQXXNQUZS$ `TM` > YMe NQ aZTM\\e [^ YMe NQ M` ^U_W [R TM^Yh "=G8G +&*)#&

,& 7e ), ?aXe *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q `TM` OTUXP^QZ M^Q _MRQSaM^PQP MZP \^[`QO`QP R^[Y TM^Y& H[ P[
`TU_$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# _`MRR M^Q O[Y\Q`QZ`$ _WUXXQP MZP WZ[cXQPSQMNXQ UZ ^QXM`U[Z `[ X[OMX MZP ZM`U[ZMX OTUXP \^[`QO`U[Z SaUPMZOQ
^QXQbMZ` `[ `TQU^ ^[XQ
N# _`MRR M\\Xe `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS UZ`[ \^MO`UOQ&

HTU_ U_ UZ [^PQ^ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^
8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*)(# ,")#"M# % FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ `[ YMWQ \^[\Q^ \^[bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ TQMX`T
MZP cQXRM^Q [R _Q^bUOQ a_Q^_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$ cTUOT
_`M`Q `TM`2 g> MY \^[`QO`QP R^[Y TM^Y$ ZQSXQO`$ MNa_Q$ NaXXeUZS MZP Qd\X[U`M`U[Z Ne \Q[\XQ cT[ TMbQ M OXQM^
aZPQ^_`MZPUZS [R `TQU^ ^Q_\[Z_UNUXU`UQ_h "=G8G +&*(#&
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-& 7e +( AMe *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q OTUXP^QZ!_ YQPUOMX ZQQP_ M^Q _MRQXe YMZMSQP& H[ P[ `TU_$ `TQ
\^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# YQPUOMX \Q^YU__U[Z R[^Y_ M^Q RaXXe O[Y\XQ`QP Ne \M^QZ`_ MZP OM^Q^_ \^U[^ `[ `TQ MPYUZU_`^M`U[Z [R
YQPUOM`U[Z
N# YQPUOM`U[Z MPYUZU_`Q^QP U_ MOOa^M`QXe ^QO[^PQP
O# _`MRR M^Q WZ[cXQPSQMNXQ MZP O[Y\Q`QZ` UZ ^QXM`U[Z `[ `TQ ^QO[^PUZS [R YQPUOM`U[Z MZP R[XX[c `TQ
gAMZMSQYQZ` [R AQPUOM`U[Z UZ 9Me 8M^Q [R 8TUXP^QZ MZP 8TUXPYUZPUZS GQ^bUOQ_h SaUPMZOQ&
P# _`MRR M\\Xe `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS `[ \^MO`UOQ&

HTU_ U_ UZ [^PQ^ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^
8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*)(# ,")#"M# % FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ `[ YMWQ \^[\Q^ \^[bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ TQMX`T
MZP cQXRM^Q [R _Q^bUOQ a_Q^_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$ cTUOT
_`M`Q `TM`2 !6Ze `^QM`YQZ` [^ UZ`Q^bQZ`U[Z `TM` > Qd\Q^UQZOQ U_ _MRQ MZP QRRQO`UbQ! "=G8G )&*,#&

-MA=N BJM EHKMJQAHAIO

)& H[ _a\\[^` MZP YQQ` OTUXP^QZh_ cQXXNQUZS ZQQP_$ _`MRR _T[aXP M` M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# OTUXP^QZh_ cU_TQ_ MZP \^QRQ^QZOQ_ MN[a` _XQQ\ MZP ^Q_` M^Q ^Q_\QO`QP
N# OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQ MZ QZbU^[ZYQZ` cTUOT U_ _MRQ MZP O[YR[^`MNXQ `[ _XQQ\ MZP ^Q_`
O# `TQe M^Q O[Y\Q`QZ`$ _WUXXQP MZP WZ[cXQPSQMNXQ UZ ^QXM`U[Z `[ _MRQ^ _XQQ\ SaUPMZOQ MZP M\\Xe `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS
UZ`[ \^MO`UOQ

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$
cTUOT _`M`Q `TM`2 g> MY MNXQ `[ MOOQ__ M ^MZSQ [R S[[P ]aMXU`e Q]aU\YQZ` MZP Ra^ZU_TUZS_ `[ YQQ` Ye ZQQP_$
cU_TQ_ MZP OT[UOQ_h "=G8G -&*)#&

*& H[ QZMNXQ MXX OTUXP^QZ `[ NQ OM^QP R[^ UZ MZ QZbU^[ZYQZ` `TM` YQQ`_ `TQU^ ZQQP_ MZP _a\\[^`_ `TQY `[
^QMOT `TQU^ RaXX \[`QZ`UMX$ `TQ YMZMSQ^ MZP _`MRR _T[aXP M_ M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q \XMe _\MOQ_ [RRQ^ M ^MZSQ [R
^Q_[a^OQ_ MZP YM`Q^UMX_ `[ QRRQO`UbQXe OTMXXQZSQ MZP _`UYaXM`Q OTUXP^QZ MZP ^QkQO` `TQU^ Oa^^QZ` UZ`Q^Q_`_
MZP Oa^U[_U`UQ_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$
cTUOT _`M`Q `TM`2 g6_ M OTUXP$ > OMZ PU^QO` Ye [cZ \XMe MZP MO`UbU`UQ_ UZ `TQ cMe `TM` > OT[[_Q$ MZP R^QQXe
MOOQ__ M cUPQ ^MZSQ [R Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ MZP ^Q_[a^OQ_ _aU`MNXQ R[^ Ye MSQ MZP _`MSQ$ cTUOT _`UYaXM`Q Ye ZM`a^MX
Oa^U[_U`e$ XQM^ZUZS MZP O^QM`UbU`e "=G8G *&*/#&
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1JR CJJ@ EN JPM NAOOEIC, ( $ -@ALP=OA

KQ QbMXaM`QP `TU_ WQe ]aQ_`U[Z M_ MPQ]aM`Q$ cTQ^Q _`^QZS`T_ [ZXe Va_` [a`cQUSTQP cQMWZQ__Q_&

7P=GEOT 2I@E?=OJM '%' $ .DEG@MAI ASKAMEAI?A DECD LP=GEOT B=?EGEOEAN

8TUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQP M _Q``UZS cTUOT cM_ OXQMZ MZP cQXO[YUZS& HTQ _Q``UZS MZP Q]aU\YQZ` cQ^Q _MRQ MZP
cQXX YMUZ`MUZQP& ;a^ZU`a^Q cM_ M\\^[\^UM`Q R[^ OTUXP^QZ!_ _`MSQ_ [R PQbQX[\YQZ`$ R[^ QdMY\XQ$ _YMXX `MNXQ_
_a\\[^`QP NMNUQ_ `[ T[XP [Z cTQZ Y[bUZS M^[aZP `TQ ^[[Y& =[cQbQ $̂ `TQ _Q``UZS XMOWQP T[YQXe `[aOTQ_ `[
O^QM`Q M Za^`a^UZS MZP O[YR[^`MNXQ QZbU^[ZYQZ`&

DXMe^[[Y_ R[^ NMNUQ_ MZP [XPQ^ OTUXP^QZ `[[W MOO[aZ` [R OTUXP^QZ!_ _`MSQ_ [R PQbQX[\YQZ`& HTQ_Q \XMe^[[Y_
TMP ^Q_[a^OQ_ cTUOT _a\\[^`QP MZP QZMNXQP `TQY `[ YMWQ OT[UOQ_ MN[a` `TQU^ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS& =[cQbQ $̂
`TQ \XMe^[[Y R[^ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ cM_ Z[` _Q` a\ `[ O^QM`Q M PQbQX[\YQZ`MXXe M\\^[\^UM`Q _\MOQ& G[YQ \XMe
_\MOQ_ cQ^Q aZUZbU`UZS PaQ `[ \[[^Xe \^Q_QZ`QP ^Q_[a^OQ_ MZP [`TQ^ M^QM_ cQ^Q Z[` cQXX ^Q_[a^OQP& HTU_ PUP
Z[` SUbQ OTUXP^QZ `TQ YQ__MSQ `TM` `TQe YM``Q^QP MZP `TM` `TQe TMP M ^UST` `[ \XMe& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ OTUXP^QZ
cQ^Q Z[` UZ`Q^Q_`QP MZP _`UYaXM`QP `[ \XMe UZ `TQ_Q M^QM_& HTQ^Q cM_ M XMOW [R O[_e MZP ]aUQ` _\MOQ_ R[^
OTUXP^QZ `[ ^Q_` MZP ^QXMd& 8TUXP^QZ c[aXP NQZQj` R^[Y `TQ QZbU^[ZYQZ` NQUZS _[R`QZQP MZP Y[^Q T[YQXe&

8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q cQXX _a\\[^`QP `[ cM_T `TQU^ TMZP_ cTUOT YUZUYU_QP `TQ \[`QZ`UMX _\^QMP [R UZRQO`U[Z&
=[cQbQ $̂ ZM\\e OTMZSUZS MZP `[UXQ` RMOUXU`UQ_ PUP Z[` R[XX[c Oa^^QZ` NQ_` \^MO`UOQ SaUPMZOQ& HTQ NMNUQ_!
ZM\\e OTMZSUZS RMOUXU`e cM_ X[OM`QP cU`TUZ `TQ _XQQ\ ^[[Y MZP cM_ Z[` RaXXe QZOX[_QP& 6 Ra^`TQ^ ZM\\e
OTMZSUZS M^QM MZP `[UXQ`_$ X[OM`QP [\\[_U`Q `TQ WU`OTQZ$ TMP M Oa^`MUZ O[bQ^UZS `TQ QZ`^MZOQ ^M`TQ^ `TMZ M
P[[ &̂ HTQ_Q cQ^Q _Q^U[a_ UZRQO`U[Z \^QbQZ`U[Z MZP O[Z`^[X ^U_W_ cU`T `TQ \[`QZ`UMX `[ OMa_Q _USZUjOMZ` TM^Y
UZ `TQ QbQZ` [R MZ UXXZQ__ [a`N^QMW !NAA MALPEMAHAIO &"&

6^^MZSQYQZ`_ R[^ `TQ _`[^MSQ [R OTUXP^QZ!_ \Q^_[ZMX UZR[^YM`U[Z cM_ Z[` O[Z_U_`QZ`Xe R[XX[cQP& A[_`
UZR[^YM`U[Z cM_ _`[^QP _QOa^QXe$ T[cQbQ $̂ _[YQ _QZ_U`UbQ MZP O[ZjPQZ`UMX UZR[^YM`U[Z cM_ MOOQ__UNXQ `[
\Q[\XQ bU_U`UZS `TQ \XMe^[[Y&

8ALPEMAHAION

)& 7e ) GQ\`QYNQ^ *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q OTUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQ ZM\\e MZP `[UXQ` RMOUXU`UQ_ cTUOT
_a\\[^` `TQU^ TQMX`T$ _MRQ`e MZP cQXRM^Q ZQQP_& H[ P[ `TU_$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# BM\\e OTMZSUZS RMOUXU`UQ_ R[^ NMNUQ_ M^Q RaXXe QZOX[_QP
N# BM\\e OTMZSUZS MZP `[UXQ` RMOUXU`UQ_ M^Q QZOX[_QP cU`T M P[[^ `[ `TQ QZ`^MZOQ [R `TQ `[UXQ`_ `[ YUZUYU_Q
`TQ \[`QZ`UMX _\^QMP [R UZRQO`U[Z

HTU_ U_ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T FQSaXM`U[Z ,"P# MZP FQSaXM`U[Z )( [R `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W MZP
>Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^ 8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*()(#&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$ cTUOT
_`M`Q `TM`2 !>R > ^Q]aU^Q UZ`UYM`Q \Q^_[ZMX OM^Q$ `TQ^Q U_ M _aU`MNXQ M^QM R[^ `TU_$ UZOXaPUZS M _UZW UR ZQQPQPh
"=G8G -&,#&
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1JR CJJ@ EN JPM GA=@AMNDEK, & $ ;IN=OENB=?OJMT

KQ cQ^Q bQ^e O[ZOQ^ZQP MN[a` M_\QO`_ [R `TQ OM^Q NQUZS \^[bUPQP MZP cQ QbMXaM`QP `TQ _Q^bUOQ M_
PQXUbQ^UZS MZ aZ_M`U_RMO`[^e XQbQX [R OM^Q R[^ `TU_ WQe ]aQ_`U[Z&

7P=GEOT 2I@E?=OJM (%& $ 7P=GEOT =NNPM=I?A =I@ EHKMJQAHAIO =MA GA@ RAGG

HTQ bU_U[Z$ bMXaQ_ MZP MUY_ TMP ^QOQZ`Xe NQQZ ^QbUQcQP MZP ^QR^Q_TQP cU`T _`MRR& =[cQbQ $̂ Z[` QbQ^e[ZQ
UZb[XbQP UZ `TQ _Q^bUOQ TMP NQQZ UZOXaPQP UZ ^QbUQcUZS `TQ_Q `[ QZ_a^Q `TQe ^QkQO`QP `TQU^ Qd\QO`M`U[Z_ MZP
M_\U^M`U[Z_ R[^ `TQ _Q^bUOQ&

8TUXP^QZ MZP RMYUXUQ_ TMP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ _TM^Q `TQU^ bUQc_ MZP Y[_` RMYUXUQ_ `[XP a_ `TQe RQX` UZb[XbQP UZ
`TQ _Q^bUOQ& 9URRQ^QZ` YQ`T[P_ cQ^Q a_QP `[ SM`TQ^ `TQU^ RQQPNMOW cTUOT _a\\[^`QP OTUXP^QZ MZP RMYUXUQ_ `[
RQQX UZOXaPQP& HTQ OaX`a^Q [R _QXR%QbMXaM`U[Z R[^ UY\^[bQYQZ` cM_ M` MZ QM^Xe _`MSQ [R PQbQX[\YQZ` MZP TMP
Z[` eQ` ^Q_aX`QP UZ UY\^[bQYQZ`_&

EaMXU`e M__a^MZOQ \^[OQ__Q_ cQ^Q UZQRRQO`UbQ !NAA MALPEMAHAIO &"& G[YQ MaPU`UZS _e_`QY_ TMP NQQZ
PQbQX[\QP3 T[cQbQ $̂ `TQe PUP Z[` TMbQ M \[_U`UbQ UY\MO` [Z UY\^[bUZS [a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ& ;[^ QdMY\XQ$
MaPU`UZS _e_`QY_ TMP NQQZ UY\XQYQZ`QP `[ ^QbUQc \Q^_[ZMX \XMZ_ MZP YQPUOM`U[Z_ T[cQbQ $̂ cQ UPQZ`UjQP
_USZUjOMZ` O[ZOQ^Z_ UZ `TQ_Q M^QM_& HTQ^Q cQ^Q MX_[ _USZUjOMZ` SM\_ UZ `TQ M^QM_ O[bQ^QP Ne `TQ ]aMXU`e
M__a^MZOQ _e_`QY_ _aOT M_ M XMOW [R Y[ZU`[^UZS M^[aZP _`MRR \^MO`UOQ `[ QRRQO`UbQXe _a\\[^` MZP OTMXXQZSQ
_`MRR `[ ^MU_Q _`MZPM^P_& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ _USZUjOMZ` O[ZOQ^Z_$ M_ Z[`QP cU`TUZ `TQ UZ_\QO`U[Z ^Q\[^`$ TMP Z[`
NQQZ UPQZ`UjQP [^ MPP^Q__QP cTUOT O[Y\^[YU_QP OTUXP^QZ!_ _MRQ`e MZP cQXXNQUZS&

HTQ^Q cM_ Z[ QRRQO`UbQ _e_`QY UZ \XMOQ `[ ^QO[^P$ Y[ZU`[^ [^ ^QbUQc OTUXP \^[`QO`U[Z MZP cQXXNQUZS
O[ZOQ^Z_& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ _`MRR$ UZOXaPUZS `TQ YMZMSQYQZ` `QMY$ PUP Z[` R[XX[c M\\^[\^UM`Q \^[OQPa^Q_ `[ MO`
[Z O[ZOQ^Z_ `[ \^[`QO` OTUXP^QZ R^[Y TM^Y !NAA MALPEMAHAIO '"&

HTQ _Q^bUOQ TMP aZPQ^S[ZQ M ^QOQZ` \Q^U[P [R _`MRR OTMZSQ_& HTU_ YQMZ` `TM` `TQ YMZMSQ^ PUP Z[` TMbQ
_aRjOUQZ` `UYQ `[ aZPQ^`MWQ `TQU^ ^Q_\[Z_UNUXU`UQ_ !NAA MALPEMAHAIO ("& HTQe ^QO[SZU_QP `TQ Oa^^QZ`
UY\^[bQYQZ` \XMZ cM_ `[[ MYNU`U[a_ MZP cQ^Q c[^WUZS `T^[aST MZ MO`U[Z \XMZ$ PQbQX[\QP cU`T _a\\[^`
R^[Y `TQ X[OMX Ma`T[^U`e& G[YQ U__aQ_ UPQZ`UjQP cU`TUZ `TQ UZ_\QO`U[Z ^Q\[^` TMP NQQZ ^MU_QP Ne `TQ X[OMX
Ma`T[^U`e `T^QQ Y[Z`T_ \^QbU[a_Xe$ T[cQbQ $̂ Z[ MO`U[Z TMP NQQZ `MWQZ `[ MPP^Q__ `TQ_Q& D^[S^Q__ XMOWQP
a^SQZOe MZP M_ M ^Q_aX`$ \[_U`UbQ OTMZSQ TMP NQQZ `[[ _X[c `[ YMWQ UY\^[bQYQZ`_ `[ OTUXP^QZ!_ Qd\Q^UQZOQ_
MZP `[ \^[`QO` `TQY R^[Y TM^Y& HTQ YMZMSQ^ TM_ MS^QQP `[ `MWQ a\ `TQ [RRQ^ R[^ `TQ 8M^Q >Z_\QO`[^M`Q `[
\^[bUPQ UY\^[bQYQZ` _a\\[^` MZP UZ`QZP_ `[ WQQ\ `TQ 8M^Q >Z_\QO`[^M`Q a\ `[ PM`Q cU`T `TQ \^[S^Q__&

8ALPEMAHAION

)& 7e ) GQ\`QYNQ^ *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q UY\^[bQP [a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ Ne UY\XQYQZ`UZS QRRQO`UbQ
MZP ^[Na_` ]aMXU`e M__a^MZOQ \^[OQ__Q_& H[ P[ `TU_ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY$ QZ_a^Q2

M# ^QSaXM $̂ QRRQO`UbQ$ MZP R[Oa_QP Y[ZU`[^UZS U_ OM^^UQP [a` MO^[__ `TQ _Q``UZS
N# ^[Na_` MaPU`_ M^Q PQbQX[\QP MZP UY\XQYQZ`QP$ MZP MZe MO`U[Z_ M^Q MPP^Q__QP \^[Y\`Xe
O# OXQM^ MZP QRRQO`UbQ \XMZ_ M^Q PQbQX[\QP `[ YMUZ`MUZ MZP UY\^[bQ `TQ _Q^bUOQ
P# `TQ YMZMSQYQZ` `QMY QRRQO`UbQXe Y[ZU`[^_ `TQ c[^W [R QMOT YQYNQ^ [R _`MRR MZP `TQ _Q^bUOQ M_ M cT[XQ

HTU_ U_ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T FQSaXM`U[Z + D^UZOU\XQ_ MZP FQSaXM`U[Z )- "M# MZP "N# G`MRjZS [R HTQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP
G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^ 8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z_ *()) "GG> *())'*)(#&
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HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$
cTUOT _`M`Q `TM`2 !> NQZQj` R^[Y M OaX`a^Q [R O[Z`UZa[a_ UY\^[bQYQZ`$ cU`T `TQ [^SMZU_M`U[Z TMbUZS ^[Na_`
MZP `^MZ_\M^QZ` ]aMXU`e M__a^MZOQ \^[OQ__Q_! "=G8G ,&)1#&

*& 7e +( AMe *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q `TM` OTUXP^QZ M^Q _MRQ MZP \^[`QO`QP MZP `TQU^ cQXXNQUZS ZQQP_
M^Q YQ`& H[ P[ `TU_$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_`$ M` M YUZUYaY QZ_a^Q2

M# M RaXX MaPU` [R OTUXP \^[`QO`U[Z MZP cQXXNQUZS O[ZOQ^Z_ UZ `TQ _Q^bUOQ U_ aZPQ^`MWQZ
N# jZPUZS_ [R `TQ MaPU` M^Q M__Q__QP
O# M\\^[\^UM`Q MO`U[Z U_ `MWQZ M_ M ^Q_aX` [R `TQ MaPU`
P# `TQ 8M^Q >Z_\QO`[^M`Q U_ \^[bUPQP cU`T M _aYYM^e [R `TQ MaPU` UZOXaPUZS `TQ jZPUZS_ MZP M__Q__YQZ`
UZOXaPUZS MZe MO`U[Z `MWQZ&

HTU_ U_ UZ [^PQ^ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^
8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*)(# ,")#"M# % FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ `[ YMWQ \^[\Q^ \^[bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ TQMX`T
MZP cQXRM^Q [R _Q^bUOQ a_Q^_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$ cTUOT
_`M`Q `TM`2 g> MY \^[`QO`QP R^[Y TM^Y$ ZQSXQO`$ MNa_Q$ NaXXeUZS MZP Qd\X[U`M`U[Z Ne \Q[\XQ cT[ TMbQ M OXQM^
aZPQ^_`MZPUZS [R `TQU^ ^Q_\[Z_UNUXU`UQ_h "=G8G +&*(#&

+& 7e ) GQ\`QYNQ^ *(*+$ `[ _a\\[^` `TQ QRRQO`UbQ ^aZZUZS [R `TQ _Q^bUOQ$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q `TM` `TQ
YMZMSQ^ TM_ _aRjOUQZ` `UYQ `[ QRRQO`UbQXe YMZMSQ MZP XQMP `TQ _Q^bUOQ&

HTU_ U_ UZ [^PQ^ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W >Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^
8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*)(# ,")#"M# % FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ `[ YMWQ \^[\Q^ \^[bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ TQMX`T
MZP cQXRM^Q [R _Q^bUOQ a_Q^_&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$
cTUOT _`M`Q_ `TM`2 g> a_Q M _Q^bUOQ MZP [^SMZU_M`U[Z `TM` M^Q cQXX XQP MZP YMZMSQPh "=G8G$ ,&*+#&

1JR CJJ@ EN JPM NO=BB OA=H, ( $ -@ALP=OA

KQ QbMXaM`QP `TU_ WQe ]aQ_`U[Z M_ MPQ]aM`Q$ cTQ^Q _`^QZS`T_ [ZXe Va_` [a`cQUSTQP cQMWZQ__Q_&

7P=GEOT 2I@E?=OJM )%( $ 9O=BB @AKGJTHAIO

A[_` _`MRR c[^WQP cQXX `[SQ`TQ^ M_ M `QMY& =[cQbQ $̂ `TU_ cM_ UZO[Z_U_`QZ` MO^[__ `TQ Za^_Q^e& G[YQ _`MRR
UZ `TQ e[aZSQ^ OTUXP^QZ!_ \XMe^[[Y cQ^Q `M_W R[Oa_QP MZP PUP Z[` MXcMe_ O[YYaZUOM`Q cQXX cU`T [`TQ^
_`MRR& HTU_ YQMZ` `TM` M` `UYQ_$ `TQ^Q cQ^Q Z[` QZ[aST _`MRR UZ `TQ \XMe^[[Y$ `[ \^[bUPQ _a\\[^` MZP
QRRQO`UbQXe _a\Q^bU_Q OTUXP^QZ& 6_ M ^Q_aX`$ OTUXP^QZ!_ QY[`U[ZMX ZQQP_ cQ^Q Z[` MXcMe_ YQ` \^[Y\`Xe$ MZP [Z
[ZQ [OOM_U[Z$ M OTUXP TMP MZ MOOUPQZ` cTUOT cM_ aZ[N_Q^bQP !NAA MALPEMAHAIO &"&

G`MRR N^QMW_ cQ^Q cQXX YMZMSQP MO^[__ `TQ PMe `[ QZ_a^Q OTUXP^QZ!_ ^[a`UZQ_ cQ^Q Z[` UZ`Q^^a\`QP& ;[^
QdMY\XQ$ _`MRR TMP `TQU^ N^QMW_ MR`Q^ `TQ OTUXP^QZ!_ XaZOT `[ \^[bUPQ O[Z`UZaU`e `[ `TQ OTUXP^QZ Pa^UZS `TU_
`UYQ& KTQ^Q _`MRR MN_QZOQ_ [OOa^^QP$ `TQ YMZMSQ^ _a\\[^`QP _`MRR cU`TUZ `TQ \XMe^[[Y_ cTUOT \^[bUPQP
OTUXP^QZ cU`T RMYUXUM^U`e MZP O[Z_U_`QZOe [R OM^Q&
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;MYUXUQ_ `[XP a_ `TQe RQX` cQXX UZR[^YQP MN[a` _`MRR OTMZSQ_& ;MYUXUQ_ cQZ` UZ`[ `TQ _Q``UZS Pa^UZS P^[\ [RR
MZP \UOW a\ cTUOT TQX\QP `TQY `[ SQ` `[ WZ[c `TQ _`MRR OM^UZS R[^ `TQU^ OTUXP& :RRQO`UbQ O[YYaZUOM`U[Z
Pa^UZS TMZP[bQ^_ NQ`cQQZ _`MRR MZP RMYUXUQ_ _a\\[^`QP `TQY `[ Qd\Q^UQZOQ \[_U`UbQ `^MZ_U`U[Z_&

8ALPEMAHAION

)& 7e *+ ?aZQ *(*+$ `TQ \^[bUPQ^ Ya_` QZ_a^Q `TM` OTUXP^QZ M^Q QRRQO`UbQXe _a\\[^`QP Ne _`MRR cT[ TMbQ `TQ
^UST` _WUXX_ MZP ]aMXU`UQ_& HTQe Ya_`$ M_ M YUZUYaY2

M# ^QbUQc `TQ _WUXX YUd [R _`MRR MO^[__ `TQ _Q``UZS
N# PQjZQ OXQM^ ^[XQ_ MZP ^Q_\[Z_UNUXU`UQ_ R[^ _`MRR MZP YMZMSQYQZ` `QMY
O# ^QbUQc MZP YMWQ M\\^[\^UM`Q OTMZSQ_ `[ _`MRR PQ\X[eYQZ` `[ UY\^[bQ Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ&

HTU_ U_ `[ O[Y\Xe cU`T FQSaXM`U[Z ,")#"M# "KQXRM^Q [R a_Q^_# [R `TQ G[OUMX 8M^Q MZP G[OUMX K[^W MZP
>Y\^[bQYQZ` GO[`XMZP "FQ]aU^QYQZ`_ R[^ 8M^Q GQ^bUOQ_# FQSaXM`U[Z *()) "GG> *())'*()(#&

HTU_ U_ `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` U_ O[Z_U_`QZ` cU`T `TQ =QMX`T MZP G[OUMX 8M^Q G`MZPM^P_ "=G8G#$
cTUOT _`M`Q `TM`2 g> TMbQ O[ZjPQZOQ UZ \Q[\XQ NQOMa_Q `TQe M^Q `^MUZQP$ O[Y\Q`QZ` MZP _WUXXQP$ M^Q MNXQ `[
^QkQO` [Z `TQU^ \^MO`UOQ MZP R[XX[c `TQU^ \^[RQ__U[ZMX MZP [^SMZU_M`U[ZMX O[PQ_h "=G8G +&),#&

.JHKG=EION

HTQ^Q TMbQ NQQZ Z[ O[Y\XMUZ`_ a\TQXP _UZOQ `TQ XM_` UZ_\QO`U[Z& 9Q`MUX_ [R MZe [XPQ^ a\TQXP O[Y\XMUZ`_ M^Q
\aNXU_TQP M` ccc&OM^QUZ_\QO`[^M`Q&O[Y&
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/AO=EGA@ AQ=GP=OEJIN

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ OM^Q$ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS4 * % KQMW

)&) Ba^`a^UZS OM^Q MZP _a\\[^` * % KQMW

)&+ DXMe MZP XQM^ZUZS + % 6PQ]aM`Q

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ _Q``UZS4 + % 6PQ]aM`Q

*&* 8TUXP^QZ Qd\Q^UQZOQ TUST ]aMXU`e RMOUXU`UQ_ + % 6PQ]aM`Q

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ XQMPQ^_TU\4 ) % IZ_M`U_RMO`[^e

+&) EaMXU`e M__a^MZOQ MZP UY\^[bQYQZ` M^Q XQP cQXX ) % IZ_M`U_RMO`[^e

=[c S[[P U_ [a^ _`MRR `QMY4 + % 6PQ]aM`Q

,&+ G`MRR PQ\X[eYQZ` + % 6PQ]aM`Q
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:J UI@ JPO HJMA

HTU_ UZ_\QO`U[Z ^Q\[^` U_ \aNXU_TQP Ne `TQ 8M^Q >Z_\QO`[^M`Q& L[a OMZ P[cZX[MP `TU_ ^Q\[^` MZP [`TQ^_ R^[Y
[a^ cQN_U`Q&

8M^Q _Q^bUOQ_ UZ GO[`XMZP OMZZ[` [\Q^M`Q aZXQ__ `TQe M^Q ^QSU_`Q^QP cU`T `TQ 8M^Q >Z_\QO`[^M`Q& KQ UZ_\QO`$
McM^P S^MPQ_ MZP TQX\ _Q^bUOQ_ `[ UY\^[bQ& KQ MX_[ UZbQ_`USM`Q O[Y\XMUZ`_ MN[a` OM^Q _Q^bUOQ_ MZP OMZ `MWQ
MO`U[Z cTQZ `TUZS_ M^QZ!` S[[P QZ[aST&

DXQM_Q SQ` UZ `[aOT cU`T a_ UR e[a c[aXP XUWQ Y[^Q UZR[^YM`U[Z [^ TMbQ MZe O[ZOQ^Z_ MN[a` M OM^Q _Q^bUOQ&

L[a OMZ MX_[ ^QMP Y[^Q MN[a` [a^ c[^W [ZXUZQ M` ccc&OM^QUZ_\QO`[^M`Q&O[Y

.JIO=?O PN

8M^Q >Z_\QO`[^M`Q
8[Y\M__ =[a_Q
)) FUbQ^_UPQ 9^UbQ
9aZPQQ
99) ,BL

QZ]aU^UQ_5OM^QUZ_\QO`[^M`Q&O[Y

(+,- .(( 1-*/

;UZP a_ [Z ;MOQN[[W

HcU``Q^2 5OM^QUZ_\QO`

5ODAM G=ICP=CAN =I@ BJMH=ON

HTU_ ^Q\[^` U_ MbMUXMNXQ UZ [`TQ^ XMZSaMSQ_ MZP R[^YM`_ [Z ^Q]aQ_`&

HTM MY R[UXX_QMOTMPT _Q[ ^U RTMUSTUZZ MZZ MZ O^a`TMZZMZ U_ OfZMUZ QUXQ YM ZU`TQM^ UM^^`M_&
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IncInchturhture Primare Primary Sy Scchoohool Nurserl Nurseryy

Day Care of Children

Main Street
Inchture
Perth
PH14 9RT

Telephone: 01738 454 466

Type of inspection:

Unannounced

Completed on:
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About the service

Inchture Primary School Nursery is a daycare for children provided by Perth and Kinross Council. The service
is registered to provide care to 58 children aged two years to those not yet attending primary school.

The service operates from a purpose built facility, within the grounds of Inchture Primary School, Inchture.
Accommodation consists of one large play space, large cloakroom area, children's toileting facilities and a
garden area. The nursery is close to local amenities within the village and on a bus route for access to
nearby towns.

About the inspection

This was an unannounced inspection which took place on 16 March 2023 between 09:30 and 16:30. The
inspection was carried out by one inspector from the Care Inspectorate. To prepare for the inspection we
reviewed information about this service. This included previous inspection findings, information submitted
by the service and intelligence gathered since the last inspection.

In making our evaluations of the service we:

• observed children using the service.
• spoke with parents face to face and received feedback via email
• spoke with the staff and senior management team
• observed practice
• reviewed documents
• spoke with visiting professional
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Key messages

• Partnership working with families had been well established, this contributed to supporting the
holistic needs of each child and their family to improve their wellbeing.

• Children were key partners in developing and improving their service, they were empowered to
make decisions and form future developments through highly effective practices.

• Highly effective self-evaluation and reflection on practice enabled the senior leadership team and
staff to clearly identify what was working well and what could be improved.

• Children were cared for by staff who were warm, compassionate and nurturing, supporting their
wellbeing, play and learning.

• The passionate, solution focused team were committed to delivering high quality experiences for
children and families resulting in improved outcomes for children and their families.

From this inspection we evaluated this service as:

In evaluating quality, we use a six point scale where 1 is unsatisfactory and 6 is excellent

How good is our care, play and learning? 5 - Very Good

How good is our setting? 5 - Very Good

How good is our leadership? 6 - Excellent

How good is our staff team? 5 - Very Good

Further details on the particular areas inspected are provided at the end of this report.
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How good is our care, play and learning? 5 - Very Good

We found significant strengths in aspects of the care provided and how these supported positive outcomes
for children, therefore we evaluated this quality key question as very good.

1.1 Nurturing care and support

Children experienced nurturing and compassionate care. Interactions between children and staff were
respectful, supporting children to feel safe and well cared for. Strong attachments with staff contributed to
children remaining very happy and relaxed in the service. Staff were in tune to children and their needs,
responding to children's requests and picking up on their cues. Children were provided with comfort and
reassurance which contributed to positive relationships being formed and supported them to feel loved.

Children's wellbeing was enhanced through effective personal planning. Children received consistent care
and support. Information recorded in plans was updated regularly and ensured that children's care was
individual. Positive relationships with families meant children received care which was tailored to meet their
individual needs. As a result, families felt meaningfully involved in their child's care.

Children experienced an unhurried, calm, and sociable lunch time. Staff had created a homely experience for
children with the use of centre pieces, real crockery and cutlery which contributed to the positive lunch time
experience. Staff joined children at lunch time, modelling good eating habits and promoted meaningful
conversations and provided children with an opportunity to talk about their day at nursery. This contributed
to the sociable experience for children and allowed an opportunity for emerging language skills to be
developed.

Partnership working with families had been well established. Staff recognised the importance of engaging
with children and their families at the earliest possible stage implementing a transition program with the
local playgroup. Ongoing opportunities such as 'book bug', 'PEEP' and 'Nursery Natter' sessions provided
meaningful experiences for families to engage in. One parent told us, "I feel incredibly welcome in the
nursery and am regularly invited to different sessions to engage in play and learning with my child which
provides me with a wide range of experiences and help me support their play and learning better". This
contributed to supporting the holistic needs of each child and their family to improve their wellbeing.

Staff implemented infection, prevention and control routines to minimise the potential spread of infection.
Children were encouraged to wash hands frequently and at appropriate times. Established routines meant
children were supported to be healthy.
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1.3 Play and learning

Children benefited from a well organised environment where a range of activities supported their learning
and development. We saw children use their imagination, curiosity, and investigation. Staff used open
questions to support children to talk about their learning and used their ideas to develop their play. As a
result, we saw that children were busy and fully engaged in a wide variety of learning experiences, both
indoors and outdoors.

Children were having fun while leading their own play. They moved freely between the indoor and outdoor
environments to explore and develop their imaginations. Children were highly engaged in play within the art
and craft area where they developed their creativity and critical thinking skills. One child excitedly
demonstrated how their 'suction pipe' worked and told us they were going to be an engineer when they
grew up.

Numeracy and literacy were naturally incorporated into most play areas within the nursery. Children had the
opportunity to develop their numeracy and literacy skills and mathematical language using visual recipes to
make playdough. Books were on offer throughout the nursery and real life resources supported numeracy
and literacy in the construction area. Story sharing and group times offered further fun experiences where
numeracy and literacy were naturally embedded throughout the children's play and learning. As a result,
children were happy, confident and were making progress. The service had identified that they could further
develop opportunities for curiosity and enquiry with the use of loose parts, open ended and real resources.

Responsive planning was in place which supported and extended children's interests and play through a
balance of planned and spontaneous learning opportunities. As a result, children were happy, engaged in
their play and progressing well. One parent commented, "I feel like (child) interests are listened to, the
learning is child led and the children are challenged too". Staff accurately recorded specific observations of
play and learning which were displayed in the children's online learning portfolios and shared with families.
These were enhanced by the effective use of digital technology. For example, children were confident and
competent at recording their voice to describe their learning. This supported children to take ownership of
their play and learning. Children captured their learning and interests in a detailed floor book, staff were
proactive in planning and implementing further experiences to enhance and widen children's learning. We
saw evidence of children revisiting prior learning within the floor book. This demonstrated children's depth
and breadth of learning across the curriculum. Effective tracking of progress ensured that all children were
supported on an individual basis. As a result, children were effectively supported to learn and progress.
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How good is our setting? 5 - Very Good

We found significant strengths in aspects of the care provided and how these supported positive outcomes
for children, therefore we evaluated this quality key question as very good.

2.2 Children experience high quality facilities

The premises offered a calm, warm and welcoming environment. It was clean, tidy and a well- maintained
space that had plenty of natural light for children to play, learn and relax.

The nursery was welcoming and inviting for children and families. Children's artwork and photographs from
home were displayed to ensure children felt valued and respected. Natural furnishings and resources
provided a calming and nurturing environment for children to play and learn. Furniture was all of an
appropriate size to support the age and stage of development of children. The environment was well
considered and supported quality play and learning experiences.

Children had access to resources that were clean, well-organised, which encouraged exploration, enquiry
and fun. The continuous provision indoors and outdoors had been well considered to include age and stage
appropriate resources, and interesting, open ended and natural resources. The committed staff team
ensured that areas were well resourced, set up and supported children to be independent and lead their
own learning. As a result, children were enabled to explore opportunities which promoted and challenged
their curiosity and imagination. We observed children following their own interests within the play spaces
and staff supported this very well.

Staff recognised the benefits of outdoor play and provided children with daily opportunities for free flow
access between the indoor and outdoor nursery areas. This enabled children to be independent, direct their
own play and supported them to be active and healthy. The outdoor space was an interesting and exciting
space for children and provided a range of play opportunities to extend learning, follow interests and be
immersed in nature. Outdoors, children had access to a range of loose parts including, tyres, plastic pipes
and sticks. Areas to climb, run and explore also provided opportunities for children to develop their gross
motor skills.

Staff were aware of the 'Keeping Children Safe - Look, Think, Act Campaign' to support awareness raising of
potential risks in their setting. Staff used this knowledge to effectively engage with children to identify and
managing risks. Children were supported to sign in independently each day, and were actively encouraged
throughout the nursery day or, during transition times, to take head counts and use 'SIMOA' the elephant to
identify risks in their play. This supported children to develop an awareness of safety and build self-
confidence in identifying and managing risk.
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How good is our leadership? 6 - Excellent

We evaluated this key question as excellent, where performance was sector leading with outstanding high
outcomes for children.

3.1 Quality assurance and improvements are led well

Leaders were highly effective at promoting and sustaining a shared vision for the setting that reflected the
aspirations of children, families and the wider community. In consultation with all stakeholders, vision,
values and aims had been developed that clearly reflected the service. This meant that all staff worked in
unison to uphold and deliver this in their daily practice, as a result children were experiencing a service that
was tailored towards the needs of them and their families. This demonstrated their commitment and
passion to delivering improved outcomes for children and families. One parent told us, "The service seems
to have strong leadership, but the staff are all nurturing and involved".

Children, families and staff were at the heart of ongoing improvements within the service, one parent told
us, "It is so clear that the culture is one of learning and listening to the children and parents and it is so
refreshing". High quality practice and improving outcomes for children was at the forefront of the centre
improvement plan. Priorities were measurable, realistic, and resulted in the best outcomes for children
attending. Staff were meaningfully and actively involved in reviewing and evaluating the improvement plan
as part of their regular meetings. These opportunities ensured that everyone working in the service felt
valued and listened to as part of the service's ongoing improvement work. As a result, staff were fully
invested in ensuring the service delivered consistently high-quality outcomes for all children. Leadership at
all levels was firmly embedded in practice. The staff team had specific roles within improvement priorities
which ensured that they were led well and impacted positively on the development of the service. As a
result, children benefitted from a service that continually improved. This further contributed to the shared
aspirations of the whole team, creating a positive team ethos and a sense of shared purpose and vision.

The service had developed meaningful and innovative ways to actively involve children in their self-
evaluation and journey of improvement. Highly effective questions and discussions which were directly
linked to the centre improvement plan empowered children to shape the direction of the service. Parents
told us, "I think they do a fantastic job of giving the children a voice in making decisions. My child is always
telling me about the ways the children are planning events e.g. Christmas party or how to improve things
e.g. the garden. It makes my child so happy to be listened to and get to make decisions". This enabled
children to have ownership of their service and created opportunities to work in genuine partnership to
improve their nursery experiences.

Highly effective use of digital technology provided opportunities for the service to gather views, ideas and
opinions from children and families. QR codes were used to allow families to access children's new and
prior learning with ease. This in turn, meant that parents could meaningfully contribute to self-evaluation
using MS Forms. The service had carefully considered the questions used to ensure that feedback given
could inform and develop practice to improve outcomes for children and their families. The service shared
'you said, we did' very effectively to engage with families and created conditions where everyone felt valued
and could influence change. This contributed to the genuine partnership working between the service and
families, creating an ethos of inclusion, respect and unity.
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Extensive and robust formal and informal quality assurance processes allowed focussed and meaningful
opportunities for the management team and staff to review and monitor various aspects of the service. This
meant that areas for improvement were identified promptly, shared with staff and actions taken to make
positive changes to children's experiences. This resulted in significant positive impacts on children's
learning and experiences.

Strong, inspiring leadership resulted in staff who had high aspirations and confidence in their capacity to
support children and families to reach their full potential. There was a clear cycle of reflection and
improvement within the service. The management team should continue to embed and sustain the sector
leading practices to ensure children and families continue to experience high quality care and support.
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How good is our staff team? 5 - Very Good

We found significant strengths in aspects of the care provided and how these supported positive outcomes
for children, therefore we evaluated this quality key question as very good.

4.3 Staff deployment

Positive working relationships had been formed between staff which meant they were all meaningfully
contributing to the inclusive and positive ethos of trust and respect. The staff team worked collaboratively
and supported each other very well. Regular staff meetings empowered staff to take part in professional
discussions, reflect as a team, and discuss children's learning. The leadership ensured that all staff were
meaningfully included in this process. As a result, the staff team were fully involved in the development and
running of the service, which contributed to the shared aspirations of the whole team. This meant that staff
felt valued and empowered to grow professionally and provided children with a happy, secure and supportive
environment.

The passionate, solution focused team were committed to delivering high quality experiences for children
and families. There was very good communication throughout the team, which ensured consistent
approaches and a shared understanding of the priorities of the service. This was echoed by parents who
told us, "All the staff clearly care a great deal about the children and making sure they are happy, learning
and developing" and, "The staff leave no stone unturned in their practice. They are a strong, dedicated
team".

Effective staff deployment across the service meant that the right number of staff were meeting children's
individual needs, consistently throughout the day. Staff were proactive in recognising any gaps and
ensuring effective supervision and quality engagement with children. Staff placed themselves thoughtfully
during busier times to ensure all children's individual needs were well considered. As a result, children
benefitted from a very calm and positive experience. Transitions were well managed throughout the day,
such as at drop off or pick up times. One parent told us, "the nursery staff are always available and
approachable at drop off and pick up for smaller chats and questions". This further contributed to the
highly effective relationships that had been established between families and the service.

Staff were highly motivated and clear about their roles. They worked very well as a team by sharing ideas
and communicating effectively. Staff were confident in their leadership roles and regularly shared best
practice with their peers and families. One parent commented, "Nursery information is also communicated
in the nursery walls through displays in the cloakroom which show the nursery development priorities,
trainings and progress". Staff told us they were listened to, felt valued and were fully aware of the
improvement plan and their role in implementing this. Staff values, skills, experience and knowledge
resulted in high quality experiences for children.

Complaints

There have been no complaints upheld since the last inspection. Details of any older upheld complaints are
published at www.careinspectorate.com.
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Detailed evaluations

How good is our care, play and learning? 5 - Very Good

1.1 Nurturing care and support 5 - Very Good

1.3 Play and learning 5 - Very Good

How good is our setting? 5 - Very Good

2.2 Children experience high quality facilities 5 - Very Good

How good is our leadership? 6 - Excellent

3.1 Quality assurance and improvement are led well 6 - Excellent

How good is our staff team? 5 - Very Good

4.3 Staff deployment 5 - Very Good
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To find out more

This inspection report is published by the Care Inspectorate. You can download this report and others from
our website.

Care services in Scotland cannot operate unless they are registered with the Care Inspectorate. We inspect,
award grades and help services to improve. We also investigate complaints about care services and can take
action when things aren't good enough.

Please get in touch with us if you would like more information or have any concerns about a care service.

You can also read more about our work online at www.careinspectorate.com

Contact us

Care Inspectorate
Compass House
11 Riverside Drive
Dundee
DD1 4NY

enquiries@careinspectorate.com

0345 600 9527

Find us on Facebook

Twitter: @careinspect

Other languages and formats

This report is available in other languages and formats on request.

Tha am foillseachadh seo ri fhaighinn ann an cruthannan is cànain eile ma nithear iarrtas.
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DM^`ZQ^_TU\ c[^WUZS cU`T RMYUXUQ_ TMP NQQZ cQXX Q_`MNXU_TQP( G`MRR ^QO[SZU_QP `TQ UY\[^`MZOQ [R QZSMSUZS
cU`T OTUXP^QZ MZP `TQU^ RMYUXUQ_ M` `TQ QM^XUQ_` \[__UNXQ _`MSQ UY\XQYQZ`UZS M `^MZ_U`U[Z \^[S^MY cU`T `TQ
X[OMX \XMeS^[a\( CZS[UZS [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ _aOT M_ #N[[W NaS#& #D::D# MZP #Ba^_Q^e BM``Q^# _Q__U[Z_ \^[bUPQP
YQMZUZSRaX Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ R[^ RMYUXUQ_ `[ QZSMSQ UZ( CZQ \M^QZ` `[XP a_& !> RQQX UZO^QPUNXe cQXO[YQ UZ `TQ
Za^_Q^e MZP MY ^QSaXM^Xe UZbU`QP `[ PURRQ^QZ` _Q__U[Z_ `[ QZSMSQ UZ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS cU`T Ye OTUXP cTUOT
\^[bUPQ_ YQ cU`T M cUPQ ^MZSQ [R Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ MZP TQX\ YQ _a\\[^` `TQU^ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS NQ``Q^!( HTU_
O[Z`^UNa`QP `[ _a\\[^`UZS `TQ T[XU_`UO ZQQP_ [R QMOT OTUXP MZP `TQU^ RMYUXe `[ UY\^[bQ `TQU^ cQXXNQUZS(

G`MRR UY\XQYQZ`QP UZRQO`U[Z& \^QbQZ`U[Z MZP O[Z`^[X ^[a`UZQ_ `[ YUZUYU_Q `TQ \[`QZ`UMX _\^QMP [R UZRQO`U[Z(
8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q QZO[a^MSQP `[ cM_T TMZP_ R^Q]aQZ`Xe MZP M` M\\^[\^UM`Q `UYQ_( :_`MNXU_TQP ^[a`UZQ_ YQMZ`
OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q _a\\[^`QP `[ NQ TQMX`Te(
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8TUXP^QZ NQZQi`QP R^[Y M cQXX [^SMZU_QP QZbU^[ZYQZ` cTQ^Q M ^MZSQ [R MO`UbU`UQ_ _a\\[^`QP `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS
MZP PQbQX[\YQZ`( KQ _Mc OTUXP^QZ a_Q `TQU^ UYMSUZM`U[Z& Oa^U[_U`e& MZP UZbQ_`USM`U[Z( G`MRR a_QP [\QZ
]aQ_`U[Z_ `[ _a\\[^` OTUXP^QZ `[ `MXW MN[a` `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS MZP a_QP `TQU^ UPQM_ `[ PQbQX[\ `TQU^ \XMe( 6_ M
^Q_aX`& cQ _Mc `TM` OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q Na_e MZP RaXXe QZSMSQP UZ M cUPQ bM^UQ`e [R XQM^ZUZS Qd\Q^UQZOQ_& N[`T
UZP[[^_ MZP [a`P[[^_(

8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q TMbUZS RaZ cTUXQ XQMPUZS `TQU^ [cZ \XMe( HTQe Y[bQP R^QQXe NQ`cQQZ `TQ UZP[[^ MZP [a`P[[^
QZbU^[ZYQZ`_ `[ Qd\X[^Q MZP PQbQX[\ `TQU^ UYMSUZM`U[Z_( 8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q TUSTXe QZSMSQP UZ \XMe cU`TUZ `TQ M^`
MZP O^MR` M^QM cTQ^Q `TQe PQbQX[\QP `TQU^ O^QM`UbU`e MZP O^U`UOMX `TUZWUZS _WUXX_( CZQ OTUXP QdOU`QPXe
PQY[Z_`^M`QP T[c `TQU^ #_aO`U[Z \U\Q# c[^WQP MZP `[XP a_ `TQe cQ^Q S[UZS `[ NQ MZ QZSUZQQ^ cTQZ `TQe
S^Qc a\(

BaYQ^MOe MZP XU`Q^MOe cQ^Q ZM`a^MXXe UZO[^\[^M`QP UZ`[ Y[_` \XMe M^QM_ cU`TUZ `TQ Za^_Q^e( 8TUXP^QZ TMP `TQ
[\\[^`aZU`e `[ PQbQX[\ `TQU^ ZaYQ^MOe MZP XU`Q^MOe _WUXX_ MZP YM`TQYM`UOMX XMZSaMSQ a_UZS bU_aMX ^QOU\Q_ `[
YMWQ \XMeP[aST( 7[[W_ cQ^Q [Z [RRQ^ `T^[aST[a` `TQ Za^_Q^e MZP ^QMX XURQ ^Q_[a^OQ_ _a\\[^`QP ZaYQ^MOe
MZP XU`Q^MOe UZ `TQ O[Z_`^aO`U[Z M^QM( G`[^e _TM^UZS MZP S^[a\ `UYQ_ [RRQ^QP Ra^`TQ^ RaZ Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ cTQ^Q
ZaYQ^MOe MZP XU`Q^MOe cQ^Q ZM`a^MXXe QYNQPPQP `T^[aST[a` `TQ OTUXP^QZ#_ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS( 6_ M ^Q_aX`&
OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q TM\\e& O[ZiPQZ` MZP cQ^Q YMWUZS \^[S^Q__( HTQ _Q^bUOQ TMP UPQZ`UiQP `TM` `TQe O[aXP Ra^`TQ^
PQbQX[\ [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ Oa^U[_U`e MZP QZ]aU^e cU`T `TQ a_Q [R X[[_Q \M^`_& [\QZ QZPQP MZP ^QMX ^Q_[a^OQ_(

FQ_\[Z_UbQ \XMZZUZS cM_ UZ \XMOQ cTUOT _a\\[^`QP MZP Qd`QZPQP OTUXP^QZ#_ UZ`Q^Q_`_ MZP \XMe `T^[aST M
NMXMZOQ [R \XMZZQP MZP _\[Z`MZQ[a_ XQM^ZUZS [\\[^`aZU`UQ_( 6_ M ^Q_aX`& OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q TM\\e& QZSMSQP UZ
`TQU^ \XMe MZP \^[S^Q__UZS cQXX( CZQ \M^QZ` O[YYQZ`QP& !> RQQX XUWQ $OTUXP% UZ`Q^Q_`_ M^Q XU_`QZQP `[& `TQ
XQM^ZUZS U_ OTUXP XQP MZP `TQ OTUXP^QZ M^Q OTMXXQZSQP `[[!( G`MRR MOOa^M`QXe ^QO[^PQP _\QOUiO [N_Q^bM`U[Z_ [R
\XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS cTUOT cQ^Q PU_\XMeQP UZ `TQ OTUXP^QZ#_ [ZXUZQ XQM^ZUZS \[^`R[XU[_ MZP _TM^QP cU`T RMYUXUQ_(
HTQ_Q cQ^Q QZTMZOQP Ne `TQ QRRQO`UbQ a_Q [R PUSU`MX `QOTZ[X[Se( ;[^ QdMY\XQ& OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q O[ZiPQZ` MZP
O[Y\Q`QZ` M` ^QO[^PUZS `TQU^ b[UOQ `[ PQ_O^UNQ `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS( HTU_ _a\\[^`QP OTUXP^QZ `[ `MWQ [cZQ^_TU\ [R
`TQU^ \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS( 8TUXP^QZ OM\`a^QP `TQU^ XQM^ZUZS MZP UZ`Q^Q_`_ UZ M PQ`MUXQP j[[^ N[[W& _`MRR cQ^Q
\^[MO`UbQ UZ \XMZZUZS MZP UY\XQYQZ`UZS Ra^`TQ^ Qd\Q^UQZOQ_ `[ QZTMZOQ MZP cUPQZ OTUXP^QZ#_ XQM^ZUZS( KQ
_Mc QbUPQZOQ [R OTUXP^QZ ^QbU_U`UZS \^U[^ XQM^ZUZS cU`TUZ `TQ j[[^ N[[W( HTU_ PQY[Z_`^M`QP OTUXP^QZ#_ PQ\`T
MZP N^QMP`T [R XQM^ZUZS MO^[__ `TQ Oa^^UOaXaY( :RRQO`UbQ `^MOWUZS [R \^[S^Q__ QZ_a^QP `TM` MXX OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q
_a\\[^`QP [Z MZ UZPUbUPaMX NM_U_( 6_ M ^Q_aX`& OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q QRRQO`UbQXe _a\\[^`QP `[ XQM^Z MZP \^[S^Q__(
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KQ R[aZP _USZUiOMZ` _`^QZS`T_ UZ M_\QO`_ [R `TQ OM^Q \^[bUPQP MZP T[c `TQ_Q _a\\[^`QP \[_U`UbQ [a`O[YQ_
R[^ OTUXP^QZ& `TQ^QR[^Q cQ QbMXaM`QP `TU_ ]aMXU`e WQe ]aQ_`U[Z M_ bQ^e S[[P(

%#% -BCD>J?F ?PH?JC?F=? BCAB IM;DCLQ @;=CDCLC?K

HTQ \^QYU_Q_ [RRQ^QP M OMXY& cM^Y MZP cQXO[YUZS QZbU^[ZYQZ`( >` cM_ OXQMZ& `UPe MZP M cQXX' YMUZ`MUZQP
_\MOQ `TM` TMP \XQZ`e [R ZM`a^MX XUST` R[^ OTUXP^QZ `[ \XMe& XQM^Z MZP ^QXMd(

HTQ Za^_Q^e cM_ cQXO[YUZS MZP UZbU`UZS R[^ OTUXP^QZ MZP RMYUXUQ_( 8TUXP^QZ#_ M^`c[^W MZP \T[`[S^M\T_ R^[Y
T[YQ cQ^Q PU_\XMeQP `[ QZ_a^Q OTUXP^QZ RQX` bMXaQP MZP ^Q_\QO`QP( BM`a^MX Ra^ZU_TUZS_ MZP ^Q_[a^OQ_
\^[bUPQP M OMXYUZS MZP Za^`a^UZS QZbU^[ZYQZ` R[^ OTUXP^QZ `[ \XMe MZP XQM^Z( ;a^ZU`a^Q cM_ MXX [R MZ
M\\^[\^UM`Q _UfQ `[ _a\\[^` `TQ MSQ MZP _`MSQ [R PQbQX[\YQZ` [R OTUXP^QZ( HTQ QZbU^[ZYQZ` cM_ cQXX
O[Z_UPQ^QP MZP _a\\[^`QP ]aMXU`e \XMe MZP XQM^ZUZS Qd\Q^UQZOQ_(

8TUXP^QZ TMP MOOQ__ `[ ^Q_[a^OQ_ `TM` cQ^Q OXQMZ& cQXX'[^SMZU_QP& cTUOT QZO[a^MSQP Qd\X[^M`U[Z& QZ]aU^e
MZP RaZ( HTQ O[Z`UZa[a_ \^[bU_U[Z UZP[[^_ MZP [a`P[[^_ TMP NQQZ cQXX O[Z_UPQ^QP `[ UZOXaPQ MSQ MZP _`MSQ
M\\^[\^UM`Q ^Q_[a^OQ_& MZP UZ`Q^Q_`UZS& [\QZ QZPQP MZP ZM`a^MX ^Q_[a^OQ_( HTQ O[YYU``QP _`MRR `QMY
QZ_a^QP `TM` M^QM_ cQ^Q cQXX ^Q_[a^OQP& _Q` a\ MZP _a\\[^`QP OTUXP^QZ `[ NQ UZPQ\QZPQZ` MZP XQMP `TQU^
[cZ XQM^ZUZS( 6_ M ^Q_aX`& OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q QZMNXQP `[ Qd\X[^Q [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ cTUOT \^[Y[`QP MZP OTMXXQZSQP
`TQU^ Oa^U[_U`e MZP UYMSUZM`U[Z( KQ [N_Q^bQP OTUXP^QZ R[XX[cUZS `TQU^ [cZ UZ`Q^Q_`_ cU`TUZ `TQ \XMe _\MOQ_
MZP _`MRR _a\\[^`QP `TU_ bQ^e cQXX(

G`MRR ^QO[SZU_QP `TQ NQZQi`_ [R [a`P[[^ \XMe MZP \^[bUPQP OTUXP^QZ cU`T PMUXe [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ R^QQ j[c
MOOQ__ NQ`cQQZ `TQ UZP[[^ MZP [a`P[[^ Za^_Q^e M^QM_( HTU_ QZMNXQP OTUXP^QZ `[ NQ UZPQ\QZPQZ`& PU^QO` `TQU^
[cZ \XMe MZP _a\\[^`QP `TQY `[ NQ MO`UbQ MZP TQMX`Te( HTQ [a`P[[^ _\MOQ cM_ MZ UZ`Q^Q_`UZS MZP QdOU`UZS
_\MOQ R[^ OTUXP^QZ MZP \^[bUPQP M ^MZSQ [R \XMe [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ Qd`QZP XQM^ZUZS& R[XX[c UZ`Q^Q_`_ MZP NQ
UYYQ^_QP UZ ZM`a^Q( Ca`P[[^_& OTUXP^QZ TMP MOOQ__ `[ M ^MZSQ [R X[[_Q \M^`_ UZOXaPUZS& `e^Q_& \XM_`UO \U\Q_
MZP _`UOW_( 6^QM_ `[ OXUYN& ^aZ MZP Qd\X[^Q MX_[ \^[bUPQP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ `[ PQbQX[\ `TQU^ S^[__
Y[`[^ _WUXX_(

G`MRR cQ^Q McM^Q [R `TQ #?QQ\UZS 8TUXP^QZ GMRQ ' @[[W& HTUZW& 6O` 8MY\MUSZ# `[ _a\\[^` McM^QZQ__ ^MU_UZS [R
\[`QZ`UMX ^U_W_ UZ `TQU^ _Q``UZS( G`MRR a_QP `TU_ WZ[cXQPSQ `[ QRRQO`UbQXe QZSMSQ cU`T OTUXP^QZ `[ UPQZ`URe MZP
YMZMSUZS ^U_W_( 8TUXP^QZ cQ^Q _a\\[^`QP `[ _USZ UZ UZPQ\QZPQZ`Xe QMOT PMe& MZP cQ^Q MO`UbQXe QZO[a^MSQP
`T^[aST[a` `TQ Za^_Q^e PMe [ &̂ Pa^UZS `^MZ_U`U[Z `UYQ_& `[ `MWQ TQMP O[aZ`_ MZP a_Q #G>AC6# `TQ QXQ\TMZ` `[
UPQZ`URe ^U_W_ UZ `TQU^ \XMe( HTU_ _a\\[^`QP OTUXP^QZ `[ PQbQX[\ MZ McM^QZQ__ [R _MRQ`e MZP NaUXP _QXR'
O[ZiPQZOQ UZ UPQZ`UReUZS MZP YMZMSUZS ^U_W(
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KQ QbMXaM`QP `TU_ WQe ]aQ_`U[Z M_ QdOQXXQZ`& cTQ^Q \Q^R[^YMZOQ cM_ _QO`[^ XQMPUZS cU`T [a`_`MZPUZS TUST
[a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ(

&#$ 7M;DCLQ ;KKMJ;F=? ;F> CEHJGN?E?FLK ;J? D?> O?DD

@QMPQ^_ cQ^Q TUSTXe QRRQO`UbQ M` \^[Y[`UZS MZP _a_`MUZUZS M _TM^QP bU_U[Z R[^ `TQ _Q``UZS `TM` ^QjQO`QP `TQ
M_\U^M`U[Z_ [R OTUXP^QZ& RMYUXUQ_ MZP `TQ cUPQ^ O[YYaZU`e( >Z O[Z_aX`M`U[Z cU`T MXX _`MWQT[XPQ^_& bU_U[Z&
bMXaQ_ MZP MUY_ TMP NQQZ PQbQX[\QP `TM` OXQM^Xe ^QjQO`QP `TQ _Q^bUOQ( HTU_ YQMZ` `TM` MXX _`MRR c[^WQP UZ
aZU_[Z `[ a\T[XP MZP PQXUbQ^ `TU_ UZ `TQU^ PMUXe \^MO`UOQ& M_ M ^Q_aX` OTUXP^QZ cQ^Q Qd\Q^UQZOUZS M _Q^bUOQ `TM`
cM_ `MUX[^QP `[cM^P_ `TQ ZQQP_ [R `TQY MZP `TQU^ RMYUXUQ_( HTU_ PQY[Z_`^M`QP `TQU^ O[YYU`YQZ` MZP
\M__U[Z `[ PQXUbQ^UZS UY\^[bQP [a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ MZP RMYUXUQ_( CZQ \M^QZ` `[XP a_& !HTQ _Q^bUOQ _QQY_
`[ TMbQ _`^[ZS XQMPQ^_TU\& Na` `TQ _`MRR M^Q MXX Za^`a^UZS MZP UZb[XbQP!(

8TUXP^QZ& RMYUXUQ_ MZP _`MRR cQ^Q M` `TQ TQM^` [R [ZS[UZS UY\^[bQYQZ`_ cU`TUZ `TQ _Q^bUOQ& [ZQ \M^QZ` `[XP
a_& !>` U_ _[ OXQM^ `TM` `TQ OaX`a^Q U_ [ZQ [R XQM^ZUZS MZP XU_`QZUZS `[ `TQ OTUXP^QZ MZP \M^QZ`_ MZP U` U_ _[
^QR^Q_TUZS!( =UST ]aMXU`e \^MO`UOQ MZP UY\^[bUZS [a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ cM_ M` `TQ R[^QR^[Z` [R `TQ OQZ`^Q
UY\^[bQYQZ` \XMZ( D^U[^U`UQ_ cQ^Q YQM_a^MNXQ& ^QMXU_`UO& MZP ^Q_aX`QP UZ `TQ NQ_` [a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ
M``QZPUZS( G`MRR cQ^Q YQMZUZSRaXXe MZP MO`UbQXe UZb[XbQP UZ ^QbUQcUZS MZP QbMXaM`UZS `TQ UY\^[bQYQZ` \XMZ
M_ \M^` [R `TQU^ ^QSaXM^ YQQ`UZS_( HTQ_Q [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ QZ_a^QP `TM` QbQ^e[ZQ c[^WUZS UZ `TQ _Q^bUOQ RQX`
bMXaQP MZP XU_`QZQP `[ M_ \M^` [R `TQ _Q^bUOQ#_ [ZS[UZS UY\^[bQYQZ` c[^W( 6_ M ^Q_aX`& _`MRR cQ^Q RaXXe
UZbQ_`QP UZ QZ_a^UZS `TQ _Q^bUOQ PQXUbQ^QP O[Z_U_`QZ`Xe TUST']aMXU`e [a`O[YQ_ R[^ MXX OTUXP^QZ( @QMPQ^_TU\ M`
MXX XQbQX_ cM_ i^YXe QYNQPPQP UZ \^MO`UOQ( HTQ _`MRR `QMY TMP _\QOUiO ^[XQ_ cU`TUZ UY\^[bQYQZ` \^U[^U`UQ_
cTUOT QZ_a^QP `TM` `TQe cQ^Q XQP cQXX MZP UY\MO`QP \[_U`UbQXe [Z `TQ PQbQX[\YQZ` [R `TQ _Q^bUOQ( 6_ M
^Q_aX`& OTUXP^QZ NQZQi``QP R^[Y M _Q^bUOQ `TM` O[Z`UZaMXXe UY\^[bQP( HTU_ Ra^`TQ^ O[Z`^UNa`QP `[ `TQ _TM^QP
M_\U^M`U[Z_ [R `TQ cT[XQ `QMY& O^QM`UZS M \[_U`UbQ `QMY Q`T[_ MZP M _QZ_Q [R _TM^QP \a^\[_Q MZP bU_U[Z(

HTQ _Q^bUOQ TMP PQbQX[\QP YQMZUZSRaX MZP UZZ[bM`UbQ cMe_ `[ MO`UbQXe UZb[XbQ OTUXP^QZ UZ `TQU^ _QXR'
QbMXaM`U[Z MZP V[a^ZQe [R UY\^[bQYQZ`( =USTXe QRRQO`UbQ ]aQ_`U[Z_ MZP PU_Oa__U[Z_ cTUOT cQ^Q PU^QO`Xe
XUZWQP `[ `TQ OQZ`^Q UY\^[bQYQZ` \XMZ QY\[cQ^QP OTUXP^QZ `[ _TM\Q `TQ PU^QO`U[Z [R `TQ _Q^bUOQ( DM^QZ`_
`[XP a_& !> `TUZW `TQe P[ M RMZ`M_`UO V[N [R SUbUZS `TQ OTUXP^QZ M b[UOQ UZ YMWUZS PQOU_U[Z_( Ae OTUXP U_ MXcMe_
`QXXUZS YQ MN[a` `TQ cMe_ `TQ OTUXP^QZ M^Q \XMZZUZS QbQZ`_ Q(S( 8T^U_`YM_ \M^`e [^ T[c `[ UY\^[bQ `TUZS_
Q(S( `TQ SM^PQZ( >` YMWQ_ Ye OTUXP _[ TM\\e `[ NQ XU_`QZQP `[ MZP SQ` `[ YMWQ PQOU_U[Z_!( HTU_ QZMNXQP
OTUXP^QZ `[ TMbQ [cZQ^_TU\ [R `TQU^ _Q^bUOQ MZP O^QM`QP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ `[ c[^W UZ SQZaUZQ \M^`ZQ^_TU\ `[
UY\^[bQ `TQU^ Za^_Q^e Qd\Q^UQZOQ_(

=USTXe QRRQO`UbQ a_Q [R PUSU`MX `QOTZ[X[Se \^[bUPQP [\\[^`aZU`UQ_ R[^ `TQ _Q^bUOQ `[ SM`TQ^ bUQc_& UPQM_ MZP
[\UZU[Z_ R^[Y OTUXP^QZ MZP RMYUXUQ_( EF O[PQ_ cQ^Q a_QP `[ MXX[c RMYUXUQ_ `[ MOOQ__ OTUXP^QZ#_ ZQc MZP
\^U[^ XQM^ZUZS cU`T QM_Q( HTU_ UZ `a^Z& YQMZ` `TM` \M^QZ`_ O[aXP YQMZUZSRaXXe O[Z`^UNa`Q `[ _QXR'QbMXaM`U[Z
a_UZS AG ;[^Y_( HTQ _Q^bUOQ TMP OM^QRaXXe O[Z_UPQ^QP `TQ ]aQ_`U[Z_ a_QP `[ QZ_a^Q `TM` RQQPNMOW SUbQZ
O[aXP UZR[^Y MZP PQbQX[\ \^MO`UOQ `[ UY\^[bQ [a`O[YQ_ R[^ OTUXP^QZ MZP `TQU^ RMYUXUQ_( HTQ _Q^bUOQ _TM^QP
#e[a _MUP& cQ PUP# bQ^e QRRQO`UbQXe `[ QZSMSQ cU`T RMYUXUQ_ MZP O^QM`QP O[ZPU`U[Z_ cTQ^Q QbQ^e[ZQ RQX` bMXaQP
MZP O[aXP UZjaQZOQ OTMZSQ( HTU_ O[Z`^UNa`QP `[ `TQ SQZaUZQ \M^`ZQ^_TU\ c[^WUZS NQ`cQQZ `TQ _Q^bUOQ MZP
RMYUXUQ_& O^QM`UZS MZ Q`T[_ [R UZOXa_U[Z& ^Q_\QO` MZP aZU`e(
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:d`QZ_UbQ MZP ^[Na_` R[^YMX MZP UZR[^YMX ]aMXU`e M__a^MZOQ \^[OQ__Q_ MXX[cQP R[Oa__QP MZP YQMZUZSRaX
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Appendix 8: Summary of Education Scotland Inspections 

National and Comparator Authority1 Benchmarking 2018/19 to 2022/23 

Pre-School Inspections 

 

Primary Inspections 

 

 
1 Comparator local authorities are Aberdeenshire, Argyll & Bute, Highland, Scottish Borders and Stirling. 
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Inspections from 2018/19 to date 

Pre-School Inspections 

Academic 

Year 
Name of School/Partner Provider Type 

Inspection 

Date 

Publication 

Date 

Leadership 

of change 

Learning, 

teaching 

and 

assessment 

Securing 

children’s 
progress 

Ensuring 

wellbeing, 

equality and 

inclusion 

Self-

evaluation for 

self-

improvement 

2018/19 Letham Primary School Full Sep-18 Oct-18 Satisfactory Weak Weak Good - 

2018/19 Kinross Primary School Full Oct-18 Jan-19 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good - 

2018/19 Newhill Primary School Full Jan-19 Mar-19 Good Good Good Very Good - 

2018/19 Goodlyburn Primary School Full Apr-19 Jun-19 Good Satisfactory Satisfactory Good - 

2018/19 Methven Primary School Short May-19 Sep-19 - Very Good Very Good - - 

2019/20 Braco Primary School Short Oct-19 Dec-19 - Very Good Very Good - - 

2019/20 Inchture Primary School Full Dec-19 Feb-20 Good Good Good Good - 

2019/20 North Muirton Primary School Short Nov-19 Mar-20 - Satisfactory Weak - - 

2019/20 St Madoes Primary School Full Feb-20 Mar-20 Good Good Good Good - 

2022/23 Crieff Primary School Short Nov-22 Jan-23 Good Good Good Good - 

2022/23 
St Ninian’s Episcopal Primary 
School 

Full Dec-22 Jan-23 - Satisfactory Weak - - 

2022/23 *Auchtergaven Primary School Full Apr-23 Jun-23 - Satisfactory Satisfactory - - 

2022/23 *Invergowrie Primary School Full Mar-23 May-23 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good - 
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Primary Inspections 

Academic 

Year 
Name of School Type 

Inspection 

Date 

Publication 

Date 

Leadership 

of change 

Learning, 

teaching 

and 

assessment 

Raising 

attainment 

and 

achievement 

Ensuring 

wellbeing, 

equality and 

inclusion 

Self-

evaluation for 

self-

improvement 

2018/19 Letham Primary School Full Sep-18 Oct-18 Satisfactory Satisfactory Weak Good - 

2018/19 Kinross Primary School Full Oct-18 Jan-19 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good - 

2018/19 Newhill Primary School Full Jan-19 Mar-19 Good Good Good Good - 

2018/19 Cleish Primary School Short Mar-19 May-19 - Good Very Good - - 

2018/19 Goodlyburn Primary School Full Apr-19 Jun-19 Good Good Satisfactory Very Good - 

2018/19 Burrelton Primary School Short May-19 Jun-19 - Very Good Very Good - - 

2018/19 Logiealmond Primary School Full May-19 Sep-19 Good Good Good Good - 

2018/19 Glendelvine Primary School Short Jun-19 Sep-19 - Good Good - - 

2018/19 Methven Primary School Short May-19 Sep-19 - Satisfactory Satisfactory - - 

2019/20 Braco Primary School Short Oct-19 Dec-19 - Good Good - - 

2019/20 Inchture Primary School Full Dec-19 Feb-20 Very Good Good Good Very Good - 

2019/20 North Muirton Primary School Short Nov-19 Mar-20 - Weak Weak - - 

2019/20 St Madoes Primary School Full Feb-20 Mar-20 Satisfactory Satisfactory Good Good - 

2022/23 Crieff Primary School Short Nov-22 Jan-23 Very Good Good Good Good - 

2022/23 
St Ninian’s Episcopal Primary 
School 

Full Dec-22 Jan-23 - Satisfactory Satisfactory - - 

2022/23 *Auchtergaven Primary School Full Apr-23 Jun-23 - Satisfactory Satisfactory - - 

2022/23 *Invergowrie Primary School Full Mar-23 May-23 Satisfactory Satisfactory Good Good - 

2022/23 *Pitlochry High School2 Full Apr-23 Jun-23 Satisfactory Satisfactory Good Good - 

2022/23 *Rattray Primary School Full Feb-23 Apr-23 Very Good Good Good Good - 

 
2 Graded as All Through school – results are the same for Primary & Secondary. 
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Secondary Inspections 

Academic 

Year 
Name of School Type 

Inspection 

Date 

Publication 

Date 

Leadership 

of change 

Learning, 

teaching 

and 

assessment 

Raising 

attainment 

and 

achievement 

Ensuring 

wellbeing, 

equality and 

inclusion 

Self-

evaluation for 

self-

improvement 

2018/19 Perth High School Full Nov-18 Jan-19 Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory - 

2019/20 Perth Grammar School Short Nov-19 Jan-20 - Satisfactory Weak - - 

2022/23 * *Pitlochry High School3 Full Apr-23 Jun-23 Satisfactory Satisfactory Good Good - 

 

* Denote the inspections undertaken since the last report in March 2023 

 
3 Graded as All Through school – results are the same for Primary & Secondary 
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Appendix 9: Summary of Care Inspectorate Day Care of Children Inspections  
 

National and Comparator Authority Benchmarking 2021/22 to date (Comparator and National Data as      

of 31 May 2023*)  

  
  

 

 

 

*All data supplied by Care Inspectorate Data Store and covers published inspections from 05/01/2022 to 31/05/2023. 

This includes PKC Partner Provider settings for PKC and non-local authority supplied settings for Comparator Authorities/ National. 
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Overall, most ELC settings perform well.  PKC perform consistently better than comparator authorities, and at national level when inspected by 

Care Inspectorate. Almost all inspections show that ELC settings provide high quality provision for the children under ‘How good is our setting’. 
Most inspections are good or better for the ‘How good is our care, play and learning’, ‘How good is our staff team‘ and ‘How good is our 

leadership’.    
 

Under the new grading system, we are now scoring above our comparator authorities and at national level.  A continued focus on embedding the 

Experiences and Spaces Document and Family Mealtime Experience audit are both having a very positive impact on the grading for How good is 

our setting. The ELC Leadership programme continues to support the How good is our Leadership grading with mentions of the high standard of 

Quality Assurance, robust Self Evaluation and Improvement Planning.  Settings have taken cognisance of the recent guidance on Supervision 

which supports staff deployment under the grading How good is our staff team. 

  

It should be noted that the Early Years Team are currently working with a number of settings to take forward action plans to address the 

outcomes of these inspections.  Where evaluations are adequate or weak, a ‘team around the setting’ approach is taken in order to secure 
improvements.  Currently, action plans are in for 4 settings which are supported by relevant officers.  These are regularly monitored and 

reviewed with a final report on improvements being presented to parents.  

 

Inspections in Financial Year 2021/22 and Later under the new grading system  
*New inspections since the last report to Executive Sub-Committee of Learning & Families Committee on 15 May 2023.  

Local Authority  

 Service Name  
Inspection 

Date 

Publication 

Date 

How good is our 

care, play and 

learning 

How good is our 

setting 

How good is our 

staff team 

How good is our 

Leadership 

Guildtown Primary School Nursery 22/11/2021 05/01/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Luncarty Nursery Class and Wrap Around Care 28/02/2022 26/04/2022 Good Good Adequate Good 

Balhousie and North Muirton ELC 04/03/2022 22/04/2022 Excellent Very Good Very Good Very Good 

Milnathort Primary School Nursery 26/04/2022 10/06/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Logierait Primary School Nursery 06/05/2022 06/07/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Newhill Primary School Nursery 12/05/2022 21/07/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Dunbarney Primary School Nursery 25/05/2022 04/07/2022 Good Good Very Good Good 
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 Service Name  
Inspection 

Date 

Publication 

Date 

How good is our 

care, play and 

learning 

How good is our 

setting 

How good is our 

staff team 

How good is our 

Leadership 

Longforgan Primary School Nursery 09/06/2022 15/09/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Oakbank Primary School Nursery 16/06/2022 01/09/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Coupar Angus Primary School Nursery 13/09/2022 08/11/2022 Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Errol Primary School Nursery 27/09/2022 23/11/2022 Good Very Good Good Very Good 

*Luncarty Nursery Class and Wrap Around Care 04/11/2022 19/01/2023 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Pitlochry High 17/11/2022 19/01/2023 Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Robert Douglas Memorial Primary School 
Nursery 

18/11/2022 12/01/2023 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

Royal School of Dunkeld Primary School 
Nursery 

25/11/2022 13/01/2023 Very Good Good Very Good Very Good 

Rattray Early Childhood Centre 09/12/2022 19/01/2023 Good Very Good Good Very Good 

*Letham Primary School Early Childhood Centre 21/02/2023 05/04/2023 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

*Goodlyburn and City of Perth Early Childhood 
Centre 

06/03/2023 28/04/2023 Very Good Weak Good Adequate 

*Fossoway Primary School Nursery 09/03/2023 25/04/2023 Good Good Very Good Very Good 

*Inchture Primary School Nursery 20/03/2023 02/05/2023 Very Good Very Good Excellent Very Good 

*Inch View Primary School Nursery and Wrap 
Around Care Service 

22/03/2023 10/05/2023 Good Good Good Good 

*Comrie Primary School Nursery 02/05/2023 04/06/2023 Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

*Murthly Primary School Nursery 15/05/2023 16/06/2023 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 
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Partner Providers  

Service Name  
Inspection 

Date 

Publication 

Date 

How good is our 

care, play and 

learning 

How good is our 

setting 

How good is our 

staff team 

How good is our 

Leadership 

FossoPLAY Outdoor Nursery 03/05/2022 14/06/2022 Very Good Very Good Good Very Good 

Bright Starts Nursery 20/05/2022 18/07/2022 Adequate Good Adequate Adequate 

Morrison's Academy Nursery 01/06/2022 01/08/2022 Good Good Good Good 

Thrive Childcare and Education Corner House 
Perth 

23/06/2022 17/08/2022 Adequate Adequate Adequate Adequate 

Fair City Munchkins Day Nursery 05/08/2022 29/09/2022 Adequate Good Good Good 

Ardvreck Nursery 23/08/2022 07/10/2022 Good Very Good Good Good 

Daisy Chain Nursery School Perth LTD 23/09/2022 15/02/2023 Adequate Adequate Weak Adequate 

Lauriston Nursery @ Kinross 06/10/2022 15/11/2022 Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

*Swansacre Playgroup 06/02/2023 23/03/2023 Good Good Good Very Good 

*Shona Sinclair Childminding 17/02/2023 10/03/2023 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

*Auchlone Nature Kindergarten 25/04/2023 06/06/2023 Very Good Very Good Very Good Very Good 

*ABC Day Nursery 12/05/2023 15/06/2023 Weak Adequate Unsatisfactory Adequate 

*Bright Starts Nursery 23/05/2023 26/06/2023 Good Good Good Good 

*Daisy Chain Nursery School Perth LTD 26/05/2023 15/06/2023 Good Good Good Good 
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Current Position   
The chart shown is an illustration of the individual results of the most recent 

inspection for each setting.  Some settings will be inspected more than once during 

this period, and some Quality Indicators are not covered in every inspection.   

 

The accumulated result of all these inspections is the position of all Early Learning 

and Childcare services in Perth & Kinross.  

 

This chart summarises the proportion of settings that have a good or better 

rating, based on the latest inspection for each indicator, and therefore reflects the 

current gradings of Early Learning and Childcare services in PKC.  
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